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Smart Homes are being build now at present and there are no doubts that they 
are having direct impacts on our life, even on the lifestyles of people living in these 
Smart Homes. 
The project uses parallel port programming to implement the Smart Home 
concept. This project comprises of two components, a software and hardware 
component. 
The software component consists of a client program and a server program. Both 
of these programs are connected remotely via the Internet or through a network 
environment. The client program allows the end user to control the application. Th 
server program is connected to the hardware component using the parallel cable. he 
client program and server program will be written using Microsoft Visual 1 1 
The hardware component acts as a volume control device. Here the hardv arc will 
control the volume of an audio amplifier. To do this, the hardwar will r s m I lik 
stepped attenuator. Electronic devices such as transistors and relays will be used. 
The integration of both so Itwar and hardware will show that the end user is a 
to control a remotely situated parallel port, where the server program is ontr llin 1 th 
data pins. 13y enabling and disabling th data pins n th parall I p rl it is p 
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Smart homes are no longer a design concepts of the future. They are being built 
now, and they are having a direct impact on tho lifestyles of people living in them. 
Smart homes is all about taking advantage of the present and upcoming gee-whiz 
things that can make your home a 21st century castle. It is also about the autom tic 
operation or control of equipment, a process, or a system build in the house. 
Smart homes has many benefits. Smart homes save energy and help the 
environment through intelligent control of lighting, heating and cooling. Smart homes 
can protect your family and possessions from an increasingly violent and crime-ridden 
society through sophisticated security and surveillance systems. Whole house audio and 
video systems allow you to enjoy music and video from anywhere in your house. The 
elderly and disabled can have full control of the home from their fingertips. 
ln the future smart homes will become more intelligent and be able to respond to 
the individual actions, the individual pre-guessing their actions and providing th 










1.2 What is Smart Hornes? 
It has many names: smart homes, automated homos, domotics, home networks 
intelligent homes etc. It is a home that has many devices that can be monitored and 
controlled either by telephone or by a computer connected to the Internet. For example, 
you're driving home from work and would like your house to be warm when you arrive. 
You can call your house and tell the thermostat to warm it up while you dri e. 
The difference between a normal house and a smart house is that a 
communication infrastructure is installed that allows the various systems and devices in 
the house to communicate with each other. The modem home contains a variety of 
systems, such as central heating, fire and security alarms, and devices, such as 
televisions and lights. AB these usually exist in total isolation from each other. In the 
smart house, these systems and devices are able to pass information and commands 
between them so that, for example, the security alarm can tum the lights on or off. 
Smart homes are not just merely for the rich and famous people who Ii in it, 
but it is more towards suiting the lifestyle of people. For example, Smart homes can 
used for older people and those with disabilities, providing saf and ur 
environments. Simple everyday 'tasks such as openin windows, drawing curtain or 
even opening doors, might appear to be common but for many individuals th 
functions arc almost impossibl due lo th ir impairm 11 . Also, intclhg ntly d signed 
and operated buildings yi Id dramatic increu: in wo k r produ ti it and c t 









1.3 How Smart Homes Work? 
Computerized controls have become more and more common in our homes. 
Computers control our washing machines and microwaves, they tum our heating on and 
off, and they have provided new ways to monitor the safety and security of our homes. 
The smart home looks at expanding the use of these computers into other parts of the 
home, creating a single network that can be easily and conveniently controlled. The use 
of computer controls removes the need to actually flick a switch or tum a knob to make 
something work and allows elements of the home to be controlled remotely by, or to 
respond automatically to, the people living in it. 
The smart home relies on a number of small computers distributed around the 
house that arc either used to tum devices and appliances on and off or to send and 
receive information. These computers are linked together using either a dedicated cable 










1.4 Smart Homes Has Protocols? 
Smart homes has a variety of communications protocols for operation. These 
protocols are the rules for all the smart devices to be ablo to communicate with each 
other and being control. 
LonWorks or the American Echelon Corporation's LonWorks protocol was 
originally developed for commercial buildings and industrial processes. LonWorks is 
capable of being used over all communications mediums but is most commonly installed 
as a dedicated bus or power line system. Echelon licenses its technologies to a large 
number of manufacturers giving a wide product base for home installations. 
Konuex is the result of the convergence of a number of previously separate 
European standards for communication. lt consolidates the protocols of the Europ an 
Installation Bus Association (ElBA), BatiBus Club International (B I), and the 
European Home Systems Association (EHSA). Again Konnex is suitable for use o er all 
mediums and by the nature of the merger of previous consortia has a id 
manufacturing and product base. 
X-10, developed in the US in 1 77, is a simple, low cost protocol for po r Jin 
communication. ompared with Lon Works and Konnex it is limited in t rrns of s op 
c nn ' t ·d to a n twor . I 0 consi s of 
signals sent over the existing I ctrical wiring in our hou c allo ins omp tibl 
devices throughout th horn to ornmuni ate with :t. h oth r. . mg 
to control virtuall any Icotri al d vi from an wh r in th hou 11d r mot 









1.5 What Can Be Control? 
The interface between the smart home and the user is important to ensure that the 
home is easy to understand and operate. The smart home is made up of fi e basic ~ 
components, which can be integrated to work together and be controlled from other 
sources. The five basic components are: 
• Lightings and window treatments 
• Security and access control 
• Voice and data communication 
• Environmental control and energy management 
• Audio/video entertainment 
Lighting And Window Treatments: Touch a button on your home theater system and 
the lights wiJI dim. Set front door and driveway lights to turn on at about the tirn ou 
arrive home from work. Rugs and furniture fades as they are exposed to the sun. You 
can use timers to open and close shades according to your schedule (or the sun's 
schedule). 
Security And Access Control: With an integrated system, arming your alarm on ur 
way out the door means not just setting th traditional alarm, but also closing all th 
windows, locking the doors, setting tho th rmo tat, and closing tho shade . If a windo 
is loft open, tho system will take notice and ihut off the heat rogi uer in that room r, 
motion sensors dote ·1 po pl entering 11 100111, your y I ·111 .ould 
automati Jly tum n light r mu JC. 










Voice And Data Communication: An integrated system lets ou watch your 
baby's room or see who's at the front door from your computer monitor or t I vision 
screen. 
Environmental Control And Energy .Management: A bedtime directi e could arm 
the alarm system, tum off the water heater and lights. Your system can also manage your 
water. For instance, your water heater can be turned on only when needed. 
Audio And Video: Automatically shut off the television or hi-fi system when 
leaving the house, or when there is no one at the entertainment room. Remotely 
controlling the television and audio level of sound from a monitor. 
6 
This project of mine will demonstrate the concept of Smart Home application by 
applying the knowledge of computer science. With the knowledge and understanding 
that .I have in computer science, 1 will integrate the concept of parallel ports and cablin 
that is found in every computer to demonstrate Smart Home application. 
J . 7 Sgogc of Project 
The scope of smart home application is wide. Therefore, for the s ope of this 
project, L will narrow tho scop down to only demonstrat and focus on udio 
application. By u ing tho parall 1 port that i part of a comput r p riph ml it i p ibl 
to automat r ontrol an audio d vie . In this pr · t, I will u · th pa II rt to 










Due to the size and the complication of a real amplifier, l will build a model or a 
prototype of a portable headphone amplifier as a substitute to the real amplifier. The 
medium of control would be the parallel cable. 
The summary of my project is shown in Table 1.1 below: 
Table 1.1: Summary of project 
Title I Description 
Objective Smart Home application: Controlling a portable headphone amp's 
potentiometer through parallel port via Internet 
Controlling A client and a server computer in a network. The client computer 
Device (parallel port) serves as the controlling end, while the server computer 
acts as the user interface 
Medium A parallel cable 
for 
controlling 
End A portable headphone amplifier 
Device 











1.8 Project Plannjng and Development 
Here I will include 2 Gantt charts for the first and second phase of this project. 
The first phase will be during the period March-May 2003, and the second phase will be 
June-October 2003. 
Table 1.2: Gantt Chart Phase l 
Activities/Month March 03 April 03 May03 
Title Selection/Discuss ion with ;. ':'; I 
lecturer 
Research/Reading/Consulting . ,;:.'i:,;. ,c,L. .': .... 71 
Final Discussion/Analysis 1;:, .. ·" ~ .... , ... ;'.''' ·'• ....... :: ,, 
Final Proposal and Viva ·' .'' ·' ·•.:! . .'':' 
Writing Report/Submission l·:··r.· 1\..'.,"•il:,.:ci: 1 
Table 1 .3: Gantt Chart Phase 2 
Activities/Month June 03 July 03 August 03 Sep O Oct 03 
Software Development ft'',/::' ~.-;·,:·':11~1·:.:'.' ~·~ ,, ........ ,c•;a 
Device Development l·i'l.'i' -~ ~ l;,1,f'''. ·'H.» '.< l(!Ji 
Testing/Simulating .,, .. 1.·•• !'.1ro•,',-!~~,'l','jl:JML(;·;~1 ' ·l ~(J ;r~\· •·.u·t'f ·• \., '. 'l/.J ~;_ · 
Vi va/Documentntion t~~ .. ,;! .. 


















2. 1 Purposes of Lit~ration Research 
This chapter will explain the outcome of a variety of literature researching, 
analyzing of topics and concept related to doing this project. Al] the researches are based 
on references from books, articles, journals and the Internet. 
This process of literation research is important, as a wide scope of research must 
be carried out before determining and narrowing the scope of this project. Also, a 
thorough research and reading on the components of this project will allow me to have 
more knowledge on solving the problems of this project. 
? 
Thero are many cases where only a portion of an output oltage from a signal 
source is required. If we allowed the full output voltage from a CD player to b driven 
into the input of an amplifier, the amplifier would play at or near full power at all tim s. 
This would become quite annoying in a very short period of time. Also, that would go 
against the purpose of an amplifier. To reduce the overall volume, we need to allow only 
a fraction of the fuJl signal through to the amplifier. To control the lev I of th signal, v 
use a potentiometer. 
A potentiometer, also know as a 'pot' is a modified r sistor. It is a manually 
adjustable, variable, I ctric I r istor, Potcntiom tors an b u d to allow a chang in 
the resistance in a cir uit or as a varia le volte divid r, and in th' a f n olum 
control. lt ha a re istanc I mont that is attach d to the ircuit thr onto , or 
t rminals, Tb nd of lb si. I HI I m nt auach d t tw input olta 
to 01 utput of th cir uit, i 










it into two resistors. Since the position of the movable terminal determines wh t 
percentage of the input voltage will actually be applied to tho circuit, the potentiometer 
can be used to vary the magnitude of the voltage; for this reason it is sometimes called a 
voltage divider. Typical uses of potentiometers are in radio olume controls and 
television brightness controls. 
A potentiometer generally has 3 terminals. 2 of the t rminals arc connected to the 
opposite ends of a resistive element. The 3rd terminal (usually, is physically in-between 
the other 2 terminals) is called the wiper. The wiper is a contact (actually, generally 
many very small contacts) that slides along tho resistive element. The diagram below 














Jn the diagram below, you can see that the linear taper potentiometer is in the 
middle of its range of travel. You can also see that 12 volts is applied to terminals 'A' 
and 'B' are connected to the 12-volt battery. This means that the output' from the slider 
will be 6 volts. 











Figure 2.2: lider Potentiometer 
This means that the resistance of the resistive element mer as m dir ct 
proportion to the distance traveled along the resistive element. In the middle f tr 
the resistance from the sliding terminal to either of the other terminals is half of the total 










The following diagram shows a rotary potentiometer nt 50% and roughly 63% of 
its range of travel. These positions would correspond to the positions of the slider pot in 
the previous diagram. This is a single tum potentiometer which means that it can travel 
its entire range within 1 complete revolution if its shaft (knob). Actually, a single turn 
pot will only travel through about 270° of a complete revolution. There are other 
potentiometers that have some sort of mechanism to increase the number of times the 
shaft must be turned to travel through its entire range of motion. This is generally done 
with gears but I've seen it done in a planetary gear configuration using ball bearings. The 
multi-turn potentiometers are used to make it easier to precisely set the output level. 
~ 






























Terminal 8 Wip r Termlnel A Termlnel B Wiper Term nel A 

















2.3 How Stepped Attenuators Work? 
Stepped attenuators offer distinct sonic advantages over common potentiometers. 
This is due to their use of discrete resistors and tho purest method of signal attenuation 
that is resistor voltage dividers. Discrete resistors typically have better low noise 
characteristics than the carbon or cermet resistor elements used in potentiometers. 
The total measured resistance for each position of a stepped attenuator remains 
constant throughout years of use. This is because the wearing (rubbing) parts in stepped 
attenuators are low resistance switch contacts, not resistive elements with wipers sliding 
on them as in potentiometers. Potentiometers used as volume controls can become 
"scratchy" sounding due to wear. 
Stereo potentiometer used as volume controls often produce different volume 
levels for each channel, and the amount of mismatch can vary as the potentiometer is 
turned up or down. The channel - to - channel tracking specification for stereo pots, e n 
very expensive ones, is typically 5% to 20%. With stepped attenuators you can asil 
achieve stereo signal levels matched t.o within 1 % or 2%. With stepped attenuators, each 
switch position is for a precisely calculated voltage divider, so front pan I calibration 









Basically, a stepped attenuator works the same as a potentiometer. The only 
differences are that a stepped attenuator has many precise resistors attached to it. Unlike 
a potentiometer, it has a resistive element commonly carbon element in it. We can also 
say that a pot is more to analog and the attenuator is not analog. Each of the resistor's 
value is different in order to produce the desired attenuation. 
Switch 
Po•itlon: 24 23 22 3 2 1 
m llfilJfilr:: 
Figure 2.4: Schematic of Stepped Attenuator 
Stepped attenuators are essentially simple voltage dividers, and can all b 
represented by the following circuit: 
Voltage Dlvld r 
Input-..----. 
- Ground ... 









The amount of attenuation at the output is: 
[ (Rin + Rg) I Rg ] x log x 20 
If Mis the overall attenuator value or impedance, and D is the amount of attenuation that 
is desired, the individual resistor values can be calculated. 
Rin = M x inv.log x (D/20) 
Rg=M-Rin 
The total signal (voltage) is spread across Rin (the Input resistor) and Rg (the Ground 
resistor). The Output is a portion of the total signal. [Example: Per the formula above, if 
both Rin and Rg are the same value, the Output is -6 decibels down from the total signal 
level.] 
Another way to look at it is the diagram below. 










What is most desirable about series type stepped attenuators is that they most 
closely resemble the operation of a regular variable potentiometer and so are reliable 
and will work well almost anywhere. And as the total of Rin t- Rg (all 23 resistors) is 











2.4 How Paralle=l =-P ..... or"'"'t.__._.. ................ 
Parallel ports were originally developed by IBM as a way to connect a printer to 
the computer. When .IBM was in the process of designing the personal computer, the 
company wanted the computer to work with printers offered by Centronics, a top printer 
manufacturer at the time. IBM decided not to use the same port interface on the 
computer that Centronics used on the printer. 
Instead, IBM engineers coupled a 25-pin connector, DB-25, with a 36-pin 
Centronics connector to create a special cable to connect the printer to the computer. 
Other printer manufacturers ended up adopting the Centronics interface, making this 
strange hybrid cable an unlikely de facto standard. 
When a computer sends data to a printer or other device using a parallel port, it 
sends 8 bits of data or 1 byte at a time. These 8 bits are transmitted parallel to each other, 
as opposed to the same eight bits being transmitted serially all in a single row through a 
serial port. The standard parallel port is capable of sending 50 to 100 kilobytes of data 
per second. 
The earliest parallel ports were unidirectional, meaning that data only trav l 111 
one direction for each pin. With the introduction of the PS/2 in 1987, IBM off red a new 
bi-directional parallel port design. This mode is known as tandard Parallel P rt ( P ) 
and has completely replac d the older desi n. Bi-dir ction I ommuni .ation allows h 
device to rec iv data as w JI as transmit it. Many devices use th igh; pin (2 through 
9) originally designated for dnta. sing tho ame eight pins limi c mmunication t 
only half-duplex ornmunication, m anin that information c n only tr. v J in on 









as data pins also. This allows for full-duplex communication or both directions at the 
same time. 
Table 2.1: SPP Mode 
Pin SPPSignal Pin SPPSiwzal Pin SPP Signal 
1 Strobe 10 Acknowledge 19 Ground 
2 DataO 11 Busy 20 Ground 
3 Data 1 12 Paper End 21 Ground 
4 Data2 13 Select 22 Ground 
5 Data 3 14 Auto Feed 23 Ground 
6 Data.4 15 Error 24 Ground 
7 Data 5 16 Initialize 25 Ground 
8 Data6 17 Select In 
9 Data 7 18 Ground 
Table 2.2: Centronics Mode 
Pin C entronics Pin Centronics Pin Centronic · Pin C entronics 
Signal Signal Signal Signal 
1 Strobe 10 Acknowledge 19 Ground 28 Ground 
2 DataO 11 Busy 20 Ground 29 Ground 
3 Data l 12 Paper End 21 Ground 30 Ground 
4 Data2 13 Select 22 Ground 31 Initialize 
5 Data3 14 Auto Feed 23 Ground 32 Error 
6 Data4 15 Error 24 Ground 33 Ground 
7 Data 5 16 Initialize 25 Ground 4 NC 
8 Data 6 17 Select In 26 Ground 35 NC 










Then later, Enhanced Parallel Port (EPP) was created by Intel 'ircom and 
Zenith in 1991. EPP mode allows for much more data, 500 kilobytes to 2 megabytes, to 
be transferred each second. It was targeted specifically for non-printer devices that 
would attach to the parallel port, particularly storage devices that needed the highest 
possible transfer rate. 
Table 2.3: EPP Mode 
Pin EPPSiwial Pin EPP Signa! Pin EPP Signal 
1 Write 10 Interrupt 19 Ground 
2 DataO 11 Wait 20 Ground 
3 Data 1 12 Spare 21 Ground 
4 Data2 13 Spare 22 Ground 
5 Data 3 14 Data Strobe 23 Ground 
6 Data 4 15 Spare 24 Ground - 7 Data 5 16 Reset 25 Ground 
8 Data6 17 Address Strobe 
9 Data 7 18 Ground 
Microsoft and Hewlett Packard jointly announced a specification call d "'Xlcnd d 
Capabilities Port (ECP) in J 992. While PP was geared toward other d vie P was 
designed to provide improved speed and functionality for printers. ln J 994, th 
1284 standard was rel d. lt includ d the two p ific tions for parall l port devi s, 
.. pp and E J>. ln order for them to work, both th st rn and th d vi must 
support th required p cificat! n. Thi• is m 't mput 










the attached device. If you need to manually select a mode, you can do so through the 
BIOS on most computers. 
Table 2.4: ECP M de 
Pin ECPSignal Pin ECP Signal Pin ECPSignal 
I HostCLK 10 PeriphCLK 19 Ground 
2 DataO 11 PeriphAck 20 Ground 
3 Data l 12 NAckReverse 21 Ground 
4 Data2 13 X-Flag 22 Ground 
5 Data 3 14 Host Ack 23 Ground 
6 Data4 15 Peri phRequest 24 Ground 
7 Data 5 16 nReverseRequest 25 Ground 
8 Data6 17 1284 Active 
9 Data 7 18 Ground 
Each pin from the parallel port is associated with an address. The Parallel Port 
has three commonly used base addresses. The 3BCh base address was origin lly 
introduced used for Parallel Ports on early Video Cards. This address then disappear d 
for a while, when Parallel Ports were later removed from Video ards. They now 
reappeared as an option for Parallel Ports integrated onto motherboards upon which 










LPTl is normally assigned base address 378h while LPT2 is assigned _ 78h. 
However this may not always be the case. 378h & 278h have always been commonly 
used for Parallel Ports. The lower case h denotes that it is in hexadecimal. These 
addresses may change from machine lo machine. 
Table 2.5: LPT Port Addresses 
Printer Data Port Status Control 
LPTl Ox03bc Ox03bd Ox03be 
LPT2 Ox0378 Ox0379 Ox037a 
LPT3 Ox0278 Ox0279 Ox027a 
When the computer is first turned on, BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) will 
determine the number of ports you have and assign device labels LPT I , LPT2 & LJYf3 
to them. The BIOS first looks at address 38Ch. If a Parallel Port is found here. it is 
assigned as LPTl. Then it searches at location 378h. If a Para11el card is found ther , it is 
ass.igned the next free device label. This would be LPT 1 if a card wasn't found at 18 h 
or LPT2 jf a card was found at 3BCh. The last port of call, is 278h and follows the sam 
procedure than the other two ports. Therefore it is possible to have a PT2 that is at 
378h and not at the expected address 278.h. 
What can make this even confusing is that some manufacturers of Par llel Port 
ards hav jumpers that allow you to sot your Port to PT I, PT2, P' 3. Now what 
address is PTI? -Dn th majority of cards PTI is 378h, and PT2, 27 h, ut som 










The assigned devices LPT1, LPT2 & LPT3 should not be a worry to people 
wishing to interface devices to their computer. Most of the time the base address is used 
to interface the port rather than LPTl etc. However should you want to find the address 
of LPTI or any of the Line Printer Devices, you can use a lookup table provided by 
BIOS. When BIOS assigns addresses to your printer devices, it stores the address at 
specific locations in memory, so we can find them. 
The following shows an example of the male connector and its description. 
View is looking at 
Connector side of 
DB-2.5 Male Connector. 
rm Denrieti9n 
1 Sfr06i PC Output 
2 DataO PC Output Pin Assign:mel\tll 3 Data 1 PC Output 
4 Data2 PC Output Note: 8 Data Outputs .5 Data3 PC Output 
6 Data4 PC Output 4 Misc Other Outputs 
7 Data.5 PC Output 5 Data Inputs 8 Data6 PC Output 
9 Data 7 PC Output Note: Pins 18-2.5 m 10 ACK PC Input Ground 11 Busy PC Input 
12 Paper Empty PC Input 
13 Select PC Input 
14 Auto Feed PC Output 
1.5 Eimr PC Input 
16 Irlitialll:e Printer PC Output 
17 Setoof Input PC Output 
igure 2.7: DB~25 Male Connector 
By enabling eith r one of the data pins, the enabled pin will produced a voltage 
while the disabled pins will not have any voltage. With thi f atu , it is po ibl to 










2.5 How Amplifiers Work? 
The term "amplifier" has become generic, and is often thought by some to mean 
a power amplifier for driving loudspeakers. This is not the case. Well, it is, but it is not 
the only case. 
When it comes to volts and amperes, we have alternating current and direct 
current, AC and DC respectively. The power from a wall outlet is AC, and so is the 
output from a CD or cassette player. The mains from the wall outlet are at a high 
voltage and are capable of high current, and are used to power the amplifying circuits. 
The signal from your audio source is at a low voltage and can supply only a small 
current, and must be amplified so that it can drive a loudspeaker. 
Before I continue, I must also explain what is impedance. Jmpedance is a derived 
unit of resistance, capacitance and inductance, although it is not a requirement that all 
three be included. Impedance is also measured in Ohms, but is a very complex figure, 
and often fails completely to give you any useful information. The impedance of a 
speaker is a case in point. Although the brochure may state that a speaker has an 
impedance of 8 Ohms, in reality it will vary depending on frequency, th type of 
enclosure, and even nearby waJJs or furnishings. 
Some audio amplifiers provide several different outputs, each har cterized b 
the impedance of its xpect d load, for example th imp da.n c of tho 
should attach to that output. This impedance rncasur s the relationship tw en oltag 
and current that th load ne ds to function optimally. The high r th imp dan , th 
mor voltage th amplifl r mu p ovi I to p op I a 1 rticular I tri 










amplifier won't be able to deliver its maximum audio power to the speaker and you may 
damage the amplifier, speaker, or both. 
Since a typical household speaker has an impedance of 8 ohms, you should 
connect it to an amp1ifier's 8 ohm output. However, if you connect more than one 
speaker to the same output, you should be careful to determine the combined impedance. 
For example, two 8-ohm speakers in series have a combined impedance of 16 ohms 
while two 8-ohm speakers in parallel have a combined impedance of 4 ohms. Many 
amplifiers are designed to accommodate these arrangements. 
When a distribution amplifier must send current long distances through thin 
wires, it will often use higher voltages and lower currents to minimize power losses in 
the wires. Such an amplifier expects its load to have unusually large impedance. In this 
situation, the speaker that is used must either have large impedance, so that it can use 
this high voltage/low current power directly, or there must be an impedance matching 
transformer between the amplifier and the speaker. 
The term "amplify" basically means to make stronger. The strength of a signal in 
terms of voltage is referred to as amplitude. To understand how any amplifier works 
you need to understand the following. 
• Voltage Amplifier - an amp that boosts th voltage of an input signal 
• urrcnt Amplifier - tin ump that boosts the current of u signal 










Jn the case of a voltage amplifier, a smalJ input voltage will be increased, so that for 
example a 20mV or 0.02V input signal could be amplified to the output of 2 Volt. This 
represents a gain of 100. The output voltage is 'I 00 times as great as the input voltage. 
This is called the voltage gain of the amplifier. 
In the case of a current amplifier, an input current of 20mA or0.02A could be 
amplified to give an output of 2A. Again, this is a gain of 100, and is the current gain of 
the amplifier. 
If now lets combine the two amplifiers, then calculate the input power and the output 
power, we will measure the power gain: 
P=VxI , where I is current. 
The input and output power can be calculated: 




The power gain is therefore J 0,000, which is the voltage gain multipli d by th 
current gain. Somewhat surprisingly perhaps, we are not interested in power in with 
audio amplifiers. There are good r ons for this. I laving said this, in reality all 
amplifiers are p wer amplifiers, since a voltage cannot oxi I without p w r uni s the 
impedance i infinite. This is never uchi vcd, so some power is alway · re ent, ut it i · 










Amplifiers will be quoted as having specific input impedance. This only tells us 
the sort of load it wiJJ place on preceding equipment, such as a preamplifier. Th load is 
that resistance or impedance placed on the output of an amplifier. Jn the case of a power 
amplifier, the load is most commonly a loudspeaker. Any load will require that the 
source or the preceding amplifier is capable of providing it with. sufficient voltage and 
current to be able to perform its task. In the case of a speaker, the power amplifier must 
be capable of providing a voltage and current sufficient to cause the speaker cones to 
move. This movement is converted to sound by the speaker. 
Even though an amplifier might be able to make the voltage great enough to 
drive a speaker cone, it will be unable to do so if it cannot provide enough current. This 
has nothing to do with its output impedance. An amplifier can have very low output 
impedance, but only be capable of a small current, for example an operational amplifi r, 
or opamp is a case in point. 
The output impedance of an amplifier is a measure of the impedance or 
resistance looking back into the amplifier. It has nothing to do with the actual loading 
that may be placed at the output. For example, an amplifier has an output impedance of 
IO Ohms. This is verified by placing a load of I 0 Ohms across the output, and the 
voltag can be seen to d er ase by J/2. However, unless this amplif r is capabl of 
substantial output curr nt, we might hav to make thi mcasurcm nt at a very low ut ut 
voltage indeed, or th amplif r will b unable to drive the load. Anoth r mplif r might 
have an output impedance of J 00 Ohms, but be capable of drivin l OA into th Jo d 
Impedance and urr nt ar ompl t I , pnrat ', nnd mu. t n t b , n to in any wa 










Feedback in its broadest sense means that a certain amount of the output signal is 
fed back into the input. An amplifier or an clement of an amplifying device is presented 
with the input signal, and compares it to a small-scale replica of the output signal. If 
there is any difference, the amp corrects this, and ideally ensures that the output is an 
exact replica of the input, but with greater amplitude. Feedback may be as a voltage or 
current, and has a similar effect in either ca5e. 
In many designs, one part of the complete amplifier circuit usually the input 
stage acts as an error amplifier, and supplies exactly the right amount of signal to the rest 
of the amp to ensure that there is no difference between the input and output signals 
other than amplitude. This is of course an ideal state, and is never achieved in practice. 
There will always be some difference, however slight. 
Some of the electronic formulae are essential in understanding the concept of 
amplification. The first of these is Ohm's Law, which states that a voltage of 1 V across a 
resistance of 1 Ohm will cause a current of l Amp to flow. The formula is as follow: 
R=V/l , R is resistance, Vis voltage, I is current. 
Then there is impedance or reactance of a capacitor, which varies inverse! with 
frequency as frequency is incrca cd, the rcactanc fall and vice versa. 
r c 1 I (2 "' 7t "' f "' ) 
frequency, is capacitanco. 
where c is capacitiv • rea ·um ·c f 









No discussion of amplification would be complete without a discussion of 
opamps. Although not a single device, the opamp is considered to be a building block, 
just like a valve or any transistor. 
The operational amplifier or opamp was originally used for analogue computers, 
although at that time they were made using discrete components. Modem opamps are so 
good, that it is difficult or impossible to achieve results even close with discrete 
transistors or FETs. However, there are still some instances where opamps arc just not 
suitable, such as when high supply voltages are needed for large voltage swings. 
The majority of power amplifiers whether bipolar or MOSFET arc m fact 
discrete opamps, with a ve input and a -ve input Unlike the other devices opamps ar 
primarily designed as voltage amplifiers, and their versatility comes from their input 
circuitry. Opamps have two inputs, designated as the non-inverting and inverting or 
simply and -. 
Modern opamps are as close as anyone has ever got to the ideal amplifier. The 
bandwidth is very wide indeed, with very low distortion, 0.00003o/~ for one of the Burr 
Brown devices, and low noise. Although it is quite possible to obtain an output 
impedance of far less than 10 Ohms, the curr nt output is usually limited to about 1-/- 
20mA or so. upply voltage of most opnrnp is limited to a maximum of a out +/-1 
although th rear some that will tak mor , and oth r I 
D pending on th opamp used, ains of I 00 wi1J1 a fr qu nc r p ns up to 
I OOkHz are asil achiov d, with nois lcv I b ing onl v ry mar inall wor th t a 
d si ~n usin > 111 th 11 ii; 1 xlu ing ui ·k. n wn Th· cir ui · 
bcl w ha sp ns down t-0 D ', with th upp r fi .qu n y limit d t r 111 d 









For the purpose of this project, I will explain the portable headphone amplifier. 
The headphone amp basically works the same as the normal amplifier found at hi-fi 
system. The only difference is that the headphone amp drives a headphone and not a 
speaker. 
Basically a headphone amp consists of 2 departments, the power supply unit and 
the amplifier circuit. The power supply unit (PSU) will either be powered by a power 
adaptor or batteries. The PSU job is to supply the appropriate power or voltage to the 
amp circuit. This is important because the amp will not function if the voltage supplied 
is insufficient. 
The main component of the amp circuit is the operational amplifier IC chip. The 
op-amp will act as the heart of the entire amp to amplify the input signal. 





Figure 2. 8: OP A2 J 34 
OPA2134 is a dual channel opamp. This is an ideal example opamp b cau we 
need 2 channels to produce stereo output. The voltage upply rang i a low a. 2.SV 


















3.1 Purposes of Project Methodology 
This chapter will explain the methodology used in developing this project, as 
well as solutions to the problem faced while planning for the project. Methodology is 
defined as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids that can 
help to speed up the development process smoothly. 
Here I will explain some of the approaches earlier decided to do this project. The 
first and second approaches are not feasible because of certain difficulties and 
uncertainties found during the earlier planning. The 3111 approach as the one chosen and I 
personally think is best to do this project. 
3.2 Pro.icct Development Life Cy~lo 
For this project, planning is as important as making sure the final product work. 
Therefore, a development life cycle is essential to make sure that the process of 
developing this project runs smoothly and accordance to the time period given. 
Here l adapted the System Development Life Cycle based on software 
engineering. Although my project is not fully a software project, but it is possibl t 
adapt the development life cycle concept into this project because the processes in ol ed 
in making this project is just tho same as dcv loping software. 
ln this project, the model chosen to do thi: projc t i th W t rfall Mod I. l' 1 
chosen this model b aus of it simplicity and easy to irnplern nt to my pro· ct. lso, 





























3.3 Methods Approach 
The idea of this project is to integrate the parallel cable and the potentiometer. 
But in this project of course, I will be using the stepped attenuator to replace the 
potentiometer. 
The main idea is to be able to integrate the parallel cable to the attenuator so that 
it is possible to control the attenuator by disabling and enabling the parallel port's data 
pins. In order to do so, we have to look at how the stepped attenuator works. 
The stepped attenuator diagram shows that the rotary switch will act only as a 
switch to each resistor. Whenever the rotary switch is switch on a resistor, the rotary 
switch is actually shorting the circuit, or acts as a dose circuit. Therefore we need to 


























3.3.l First Approach: Direct Connection 
This is the earliest discussions and research that l had in order to come to this 
approach. Based on. the design, it shows that the amount of time spent on understanding 
the way that the attenuator works is not enough. This is because the first approach is a 
failure and will not work. 
This approach was to connect all the resistors to the parallel cable's data pin. The 








In (From Source) 
R 
Out(T amp) 
Figure 3.3: first Approach Diagram 
This design will not produce an amplified signal at the output. This I out ' ill 
not work becaus ov n thou h tho data pin of th pnrnll I port i di abl d, th signal 










After more researching and seeking consultations from lecturers from other 
faculty, a second plan was formed. The second plan was almost feasible. This involves 
the usage of a logic gate IC. The logic gate hero is the AND logic. 
Logic AND has 2 inputs and produces I output, or the results from the AND 
operation. With this gate, a combination of outputs can be achieved. The AND zate 0 




Figure 3.4: AND Gate 
Tho idea behind an AND gate is if A AND B are both a 1, then Q should be l. 
This behavior can be shown in the truth table below: 
Table 3.1: AND Truth Table 
A 8 Q 
0 0 0 
0 l 0 
I 0 0 

























7 4L TTL Logic 
(ANO Unt ) 
(From source) 
ADC? 
Figure 3.5: Second Approach Diagram 
This design too has problem. It seems that the idea behind this design is corr t, 
but can a signal be AND with a voltage or current from the parallel cabl Th signal 
from the source seems to be an analog signal, should use analog to digitaJ con rt r. 
This idea seems to produce more questions of uncertainties. Therefore, a third appro h 










The third approach, or I would put it as the final approach is the solution to this 
project. l get to know this method after a discusion with a lecturer from the Engineering 
Faculty. 
As mentioned earlier, in order to integrate the parallel cable with the stepped 
attenuator, the parallel cable must act as a switch to control the stepped attenuator. After 
doing some research on electronics component, the most suitable component will be the 
relay. 
First lets look at what is a relay and how it really works. A relay is a simple 
electromechanical switch made up of an electromagnet and some set of contacts. Relay 
are simple devices and are widely used in electrical devices. There arc f ur components 
in a relay: 
• An electromagnet 
• Armature that can be attracted by the electromagnet 
• A spring to pull back the armature to its original place 
• And a set of electrical contacts 
As in the figure below you can see that a relay consists of tw s parat and 
independent circuits. The lower circuit will drive the electromagnet. switch is 
controlling tho power lo tho olcctromugnot. When the .wit h is tum on the 
olc ctromagnet will net 1 It in11 net mid will pull the armature towi rds it. The armature 
will thu olo. c JJ tho i1111ur [rcuit in the clny. Tho Linn lure n be · n as a switch to 










armature completes the upper circuit. When the electromagnet is not energized or the 
switch is off, tho spring attached to the armature will pull the armatur away and the 




With a replay, it is possible to control several variables. A relay h s differ nt 
voltage and current that is needed to activate the arm ture. A relay h s differ nt 
maximum voltage and current that can run through th armatur and th armatur 
contacts. Relays comes in differ nt kinds of hapc and siz . with di nt numb rs o 
armatures, g nerally one or two. Also, th nurn rs of conta for th arm tur too ar 
different. Generally there are one or two, in which sometimes one is not used. And 
relays come in whether th contact i normally op n or n rmally closed. 
H la s ar • qui1 ·onimon in h 111 • npplian wh ·1- ·th ·r • j an cl ctronic control 
turnin on som thing lik a rn t or a Ii ht Th common in cars, where the 
1 ... V supply voltn mean thnt jus: ab ut thin n d. n larg amount f curt nt. In 
42 









later model cars, manufacturers have started combining relay panels into the fuse box to 
make maintenance easier. 
In places where a large amount of power needs to be switched, relays are often 
cascaded. In this case, a small relay switches the power needed to drive a much larger 
relay, and that second relay switches the power to drive the load. Relays can also be used 
to implement Boolean logic. 
The usage of relays in the Project will be shown in chapter 4 under Project 










3,4 Project Requirements 
Project requirements include the tooJs and devic s needed to develop this project 
Here I've put the requirements under two categories, which is hardware and software. 
3.4. I Hardware Specification 
1. Personal Computer 
A personal computer is needed to develop the software for the project. Also the 
computer will be the simulation platform for testing out the system. The table below 
shows the minimum requirements for a computer. 
Table 3.2: Minimum Requirement for a Computer 
Components Requirements 
Processor Pentium 2 550 MHz 
Memory 128MB 
Hard Disk 10 Giga 










2. Electronic components 
In this project, a few of the electronic components will be needed to build the parallel 
cable interface and also the headphone amp. The components include some resistors ' 
capacitors, stereo socket, operational amplifier, buffer, rail-splitter and so on. The table 
below shows the list needed to build the amplifier: 
Table 3.3: List for Building Amp 
RS 
Components Description Qty ID 
Power Supply 
315-0726 220 uF 35V Electrolytic Cap, 105 deaC Panasonic 2 C1/C2 
365-4133 220 uF 25V Electrolytic Cap, 105 degC, Panasonic 2 
365-4060 330uF, 16V, 105 degC, Panasonic 2 
148-736 1 OK ohm 1 /4W metal film resistor 1 R1 
148-663 Resistor, metal film, 025W 4.7K/4.75K ohm(4K7) 2 R2JR3 
588-386 LED, indicator, low current, 3mm dia, red 1 01 - 
Amp 
115-023 Cao. min encapsulated oolvster film. 63Vdc, 0.1 uF 2 C1 
312-1409 Cao metallised oolvstor, 63V 0.1uF 2 
148-972 Resistor. metal film, 0.25W, 100K 2 R2 
148-506 Resistor metal film 0.25W, 1K 2 R3 
148-736 1 /4W metal film resistor, 1 OK ohm 2 R4 
218-8281 IC on Amo Voltane Feedback, dual OPA2132PA 1 OPA 
285-8069 IC, Or> Amr>. Voltage Feedbsck, dust, OPA2134PA 1 OPA 
813-115 IC, socket, low profile, OIL, turned pin, solder, 8 way 1 
148-1741269 Resistor metal film 0.25W, 47R, 1% (47 Ohm) 2 R5 
146-269 Rosistor1 metal filrnl 0.25W, 100R 1% (100 Ohm) 2 
P(;U & 1tuff 
330.840 Switch. Toaalo, ullr m!!h.:: llvor ont SPCO,on n 1 SWI ·- - 
206-0841 PCB. t1lnglo ,kJ J 1 - 










173-849 Potentiometer, Cermet, 12mm, 1W 10K 1 
Panasonic EVJ Y10 Series 10K 
173-631 Potentiometer panel mount plastic 1 OK O.SW 










1. Microsoft Visual Studio 6 I Visual C++ 6.0 
This will be tho programming language used to code the system software. 
2. Pspice 
This will be the software used to simulate tho schematic of the amplifier. 
3. Microsoft Windows XP 





















4. 1 Introduction 
This phase is important. Designing a project will determine the outcome of the 
project. Producing a good design will ensure that the final product will not only work 
properly, but the process of developing it will be easy and smoothly. 
Jn this chapter, I will include the design for the entire project, as well as the 
design of the portable headphone amplifier. Below shows the highest level of design for 
the project: 










4.2 Designs For Controlling Stepped Attenuator 
Based on the three approaches mentioned in chapter 3, the verdict will be the 
third approach that is by using the Relay. As mentioned also in chapter 3, the relay will 
play the role as a switch on the stepped attenuator. This is due to the concept on how a 
stepped attenuator works. 
On the actual attenuator, the rotary switch act as a switch whereby when we 
rotate the switch, it will short on the terminals to allow the signal flows through into the 
output. By installing relays and shorting the entire terminal with relays, it is possible to 
determine which switch to close and allow the signal to flow through. In order to control 
the relays, we supply die operating voltage to the relays from the parallel cable and thus 










Series Type Stepped Attenuator 
(From Source) IN £>-----. 
parallel cable 








Figure 4.2: Design For Controlling Stepped Attenuator 
The Blue bold lines represent relay connected from the stepped attenuator to the 
amp. The relays power supplies are from the parallel cable. Whenever the data pins are 










For example, if relay at position 12 is enable and the rest of the relays are 
disabled, the signal from the source will flow through straight into node 12 without 
going into any of the resistors. In this case, the volume is at maximum. 
If the relay at position 6 is enable and the rest of the relays are disabled, then the 
signal from the source will flow through resistor RI 1, RlO, R9, R8, R7 and R6. Then the 
signal will enter node 6 and into the output. At this case, the olume should be at half: 
depending on the value of the resistors. 
If the relay at position I is enable and the rest of the relays are disabled, the 
signal from the source will flow through all the resistors from Rl l down to Rl. Then the 
signal will enter node I and to the output. At this case, the volume should be at 
rmnrrnum. 
By enabling and disabling the relays, it is possible to control the volum of the 
source. Not only will this concept work on an amplifier, but this wilJ also work on 
dimming lights. In order to dim lights, just substitute the amplifier with a lamb light. 









Series Type Stepped Attenuator 














Figure 4.3: Controlling and Dimming a Light ulb 









4.3 Portable Headphone Amplifier Design 
The fact is that headphones are actually miniature speakers and require a 
miniature power amplifier to drive them with fidelity. Headphones provide a complex 
electro-mechanical load but they still need a power amp with excellent stability and low 
output impedance to bring out their potential. 
Opamps are most commonly used as a voltage gain stages. The following shows 
the diagram for the portable headphone amp. The below diagram shows the opamp 
circuit diagram. This is only a single channel circuit. 
R3 R4 
Output 
Figure 4.4: Basic Amplifier Design 
The input impedance is the value of the input resistor. The output impedance Zo depends 
on the particular opamp, but will decreases with decrease in gain. The gain of the amp is 
shown in the equation below; 
= (R · R4) I R3 









In order the make to amplifier or opamp work, they must be a supply of voltage 
to the opamp. The below diagram shows the power supply unit (PSU) for the above 
opamp. 
470.f 47n.f 4. 7uf 
+ s.o voe 
+ + + 0 '5 ~ 
J., I J, o c:s <..) 0.1 lf 
- s .o voe 
470.f 4'7()J= 4. 7U: 
Ext OC In 
IBV IA 
Figure 4.5: Schematic for Power Supply Unit 
The TLE2426 is a rail-splitter whereby it function as to split the virtual ground 
and also the output voltage so that it will have a balance +ve and -ve to supply to the 
opamp. The EL2001 is a buffer whereby it will boost the virtual ground current. he rest 
of the capacitors act as a power reservoir from the input voltage. The input oltag will 
be batteries powered. Dl or l N5822 is a diode and act as a precautious for r erv d 
power. This will prevent the damage to the semiconductors. 
The overall desi ortable am will be as follow: 
•90..0C Rl 
r4 JC* 










Over the stages of building the amp, they might be some changes to the amp as 
they are still rooms for improvement. For example, we could add a buffer at the output 
of the amp to boost the current. This boost of current could drive the headphone better 
and produce richer sounds. 
The used of high quality capacitors can also do some good changes to the sound 
output. Good quality capacitors such as Solen Capacitors, Elna Cerafine Capacitors, 
Elna Arod Audio Grade Capacitors, BlackGates, Auricaps, all these are audio grades 
high quality capacitors. 
Also, they can be varieties of opamps to use too. Instead of using the Burr Brown 
OPA2134 we can also use the Burr Brown OPA2132. 
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In order to control the stepped attenuator through the parallel port, it is actually 
the software that is playing with the parallel ports data pins. The software role is to 
provide a graphical user interface or GUI to the user to control the volume of the audio 
system. 
The software will be written in 2 programs, one for the client, and another for the 
controlling end. Therefore, in writing the codes, some network programming is needed, 
for example socket programming. The controlling end will control the parallel port by 
allowing the user to select which data pin to disable and enable. 
The software will be fully written in Visual C++. The next section will show the 
data flow diagram for the software. The software will be named Administrator Mode and 
User Mode. The Administrator Mode will only allow the administrator or who ver h( 
the adrnin password to enter this mode. The features in this mode include the 
administrator features such as adding us rs, deleting users and log file updates. 
The User Mode is the most basic mode where there ar only b ic fun tion 
avaiJabJe. Basic functions such as controlling the volume and activating the amp. 









a Administrator Mode 
















b) User Mode 







Figure 4.8: User Mode 
Login: 1.-------..J 
Password: ...__ _.. 
[2g 

















Figure 4.10: Administrator Functions 
e) Controlling Menu (Same for Administrator Mode and User Mode) 
Volume 
Control Menu 



















5 r d.u~ti n 
This chapter win explain the development of the system or model, which is based 
on the transition of modules and algorithms derived from the system design phase, into 
feasible instructions by coding it into software and hardware programs. 
This system consists of 2 components, the software component and the hardware 
component. The software component allows the end user to have access and control into 
the system. The software also controls the hardware and will further control the 
application desired by the end user. The hardware functions as a controlling device, 
triggered by tho software. The hardware component enables the end user to control the 
application based on the functions of the software. 
The following sections of this chapter will explain the development process of 
both the software and hardware components. Then later will show h w both oftware 










5.2 Software DeyeloLmwxt 
This section will explain the software development process. But before going 
into the details, let's first look into what does the software component do. 
The software component consists of two programs running simultaneously. One 
part of the software is the client program, which is running remotely on a personal 
computer. And the second part of the software is the server program, which is also 
running remotely on a personal computer. The software is running across a network, 
meaning that both client and server programs on 2 separate personal computers are 
connected via the Internet or a local area network. 
The client program communicates with the server program through a network 
environment. The client program, which resides remotely, will be abl to cornmunic t 
with the server program. The system is designed to allow the end user to ha e control 
o er the client program and communicate with the server program to control th 
application. 
Basically the client and server program are the same. Both f the 
have options to allow the user to select if the program should be running und 
mode or the s rver mode. This is to allow easy oftware developm nt so th t nJ 
program is written. Also thi allows th fl xibility of th single program to run under 
multiple modes s ·t by the u er. During th coding pr , both Ii nt and server 
functions must be written into the program. Th rofore, the coding proc s should be 









Apart from the mode selection function, the program also allows text messaging 
and control functions on the hardware. The client and server program are able to 
communicate using text message. This is to enable both parties to exchange simple 
information such as text. 
The control function of the software is to control the parallel port at the server 
computer. The function of the program is to be able to enable and disable the data pins 
of the parallel port. There are 8 data pins out of the 25 pins of the parallel port. Enabling 
the data pins is when there is a voltage present at the pins, where disabling the pins is 
when there is no voltage presence on the pins. The figure below shows the position of 
the data pins. The connector shown is a male connector. 
View is looking at 
Connector side of 
DB-25 Male Connector. 
~ Dn•c,ripdgn 
1 SrroOe PC Output 
2 DataO PC Output Pin Assignmcnb 3 Data 1 PC Output 
4 Date.2 PC Output Note: 8 Data Outputs 5 Data3 PC Output 
6 Data4 PC Output 4 Misc Other Outputs 
7 Data5 PC Output 5 Data Inputs 8 Data6 PC Output 
9 Data 7 PC Output Note: Pw 18-25 are 10 ACK PC Input Ground 11 Busy PC Input 
12 Peper Empty PC Input 
13 Select PC Input 
14 Auto Feed PC Output 
15 EiiOi" PC Input 
16 Initiel.ize Printer PC Output 
17 SeJeCt Input PC Output 










Based on the above figure, pin 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are the data pins. There are a total 
of 8 data pins. This system will only deal with these 8 pins, and omitting the rest of the 
pins. 
The figure below shows the female connector for the 25 pins parallel port. 
Status Register Data Register 
Co11trol Register 
Figure 5.2: Female Connector 
s 
This sub-section will explain how does the software program control the parall 
port. From the previous section, the main goal is to allow the program to enable and 
disable the data pins on the parallel port. 
The software program used to control the parallel port will be written using 
Microsoft Visual +r. There are s veral ways to access the parallel port hes ys 
include direct input and output, custom developed device drivers and the Windows 
operating system built in drivers. 
Almost a11 programming languages allow programmers to ace s parallel port 
u mg om library fun tions, For instance , B rland is providing Inportb and 










there are 2 functions to access IO mapped peripherals, _inp for reading and _outp for 
writing. These functions are declared in "conio.h" [I]. 
By using Inporb and outportb or _inpO or _outp functions in our program, there 
should be without any problem if running the program on Dos or Win95/98. But with the 
new era of NT clone operating systems like Win NT4, Win2000, WinXP, all this 
simplicity goes away. When trying to run a program which is written using the the 
conventional software functions like lnporb, outportb, _inp() or _Outp on a NT or 
Win2000 system, it will show an error message that "The exception privileged 
instruction occurred in the application at location .... ". The figure of such a messagebox 
is given below. 
x 
The exc,eptlon PtiYlleged in$truction. 
(Oxc0000096) ~curred In t~ appUc&lon at location ox0040bc27, 
Cilek on OK to terminal;~ the program 
Chck on CANCEL to debug the pl'OQr Ml 
lr··-j)K---:!J Cancel . .li:::rr:~w,r..l.. ... r _, 
Figure 5.3: Error Message 
The above error message only happens under the NT operating s stem but the 
program is running perfectly flawless under the Windows 98 operating system. his is 
because being a very secure operating sy item, Windows NT assigns ome privileges and 
restrictions to different type of programs running on it. It classifies all the programs into 
two categories User mode and Kernel mode, for example running in ring3 and ringO 
modes. U or mode pro rums are running in ring mode and Kernel m de program are 










The user mode program is restricted to use certain instructions such as IN, OUT. 
Whenever the operating system finds that a user mode program is trying to execute such 
instructions, the operating system stops execution of that program and will display an 
error message. Eventually the interfacing program stops executing IN or OUT 
instructions to read or write data to parallel port. But in the same time Kernel mode 
program are in no way restricted in executing such instructions. 
Device drivers are capable of running in kernel mode. So the workaround for the 
above stated problem is to write a kernel mode driver capable of reading and writing 
data to parallel port and let the user mode program to communicate with it [2]. The 
device driver is referring to the inpout32.rl.ll for the Windows NT/2000/XP operating 
systems. The inpout32.dll has the following features: 
• lt works seamless with a.11 ver ion of Windows including 98/NT/2000! rp 
• It uses a kernel mode driver embedded in the clll 
• No addition software or driver installation is required 
• Driver will be automatically installed and configured automati ally wh n th ll 
is loaded 
• No sp cial APl arc required, only~ function inp 2 and ou 2 










The following codes are written into the server program to allow the user to have 
control over the parallel port. The code utilizes the inpout32.dll device driver to have 
access into the parallel port's pins. The codes are as follows: 
typedef UJNT (CALLBACK,.. LJ>.FNDLLFUNC l)(JNT,INT); 
typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC2)(IN1); 
HTNSTANCF. hDJJ,; II Handle to f)J,J, 
LPJ<NDLLFUNCJ Output; II Function pointer 
LPFNDLLFUNC2 Input;// Function pointer 
hDU - LocuJLibrary('1np()11t32''): 
if (hDLL !~NULL) 
{ 
Output= (LPFNDLLFUNCJ)GetProcAddress(hDLL, "Out32''); 
Input - (LPFNDLLFUNC2)GetProcAddress(hDLL. "b1p32''): 
if (!Output I/ llnput) 
{ 













In order to write to the data pins at the parallel port, the command used is the 
Outputtint. int), where the first int represents the address of the parallel port, and the 
second int represents the value of the pins. The command for reading data from the 
parallel port is the lnput(int), where the int represents the address of the parallel port. 
However, for the purpose of this system, the Input/int} command will not be used 
because the program only has the writing function to the parallel port. 
For each parallel port, there consist of three port addresses, namely the data port, 
status port, and the control port. These addresses are in sequential order. For instance, if 
the data port is at address Ox0378, the next status port will be at Ox0379 and the control 
port will be at Ox037a. The addresses are in hexadecimal number . Thus, only the data 
port address is needed to write into the data pins. Because a parallel port can hav 
different modes, namely LPTl, LPT2 or LPT3, the port address for each mode is 
different. ln order to make sure the mode of the parallel port, the us r can check the 
modes in the System Configuration, under the Resource Settings. But normally th 
parallel port will be set to LPT J in the BIOS, and the resources settings will be fr m 
0378 to 037F. Therefore, for the purpose of this system, the data port addr s \) ill b 
Ox0378. 
The value in Outputtint, int) will determine which pin to activat . et's look at 
the 8 data pin as binary numbers. Each data pin can only be either enabl or disable. 
Thu. J l's assl n tho binary value f I f r nab! , and th binary v lu O for disable. 
in • th r ar 8 d ua pina, in th sU!L wh r all pins · re di abl th binary number will 
Ii o 000 ()000. I, l' 'L umc 1htll th I fl mos] it i ·pin 8 and th ri t mo t bit is 










decimal value wilJ be 0. And for all 8 pins to be enabled the binary number will be 
J 1J11J11, and the decimal value will be 255. The following shows each pin being 
enabled accompanied by the binary and decimal values: 
• All pins disabled 
Binary: 00000000 
Decimal: O 
• Pin 1 enabled 
Binary: 00000001 
Decimal: 1 
• Pin 2 enabled 
Binary: 00000010 
Decimal: 2 
• Pin 3 enabled 
Binary: 00000 I 00 
Decimal: 4 
• Pin 4 enabled 
Binary: 0000 I 000 
Decimal: 8 
• Pin 5 enabled 
Binary: 000 I 0000 
Decimal: 16 
• I in > nnblc I. 











• Pin 7 enabled 
Binary: 01000000 
Decimal: 64 
• Pin 8 enabled 
Binary: I 0000000 
Decimal: 128 
• All pins enabled 
Binary: 1 1111111 
Decimal: 255 
This system only has functions to enable each pin at a time. The system does not 
require 2 or more pin Lo be enabled. Tho following ruble hows tho function: 
Pin State Decimal Values Command in codes 
All disabled 0 Output(Ox0378, O); 
Pin 1 I Output(Ox03 78, 1 ); 
Pin2 2 Output(Ox0378, 2)· 
Pin 3 4 Outpul(OxO 7 4· 
Pin4 8 Output(Ox0378, 8)· 
Pin 5 16 Output(Ox0378, 16); 
Pin6 2 Output(Ox0378, 2· ' 
- - - - Pin 7 4 Output xO 78 ' 
,_ - 1- Pin 8 128 Oulput{Ox0378, 128); 










The program will utilize socket programming in order to have communication 
between the client program and the server program. Socket programming allows more 
applications to have the ability to communicate with each other applications over a 
network, including the Internet. 
Socket programming uses the same principles and functionality to perform 
communication. One program will sit on a computer, waiting for another program to 
open a communication connection. This program is in listening mode. Another program 
most likely on another computer will try to connect to the remote listening program. The 
connecting program has to know the network location, or network address of the remote 
program. Once the connection has been made, messages can pass back and forth 
between the two programs. This connection is a two-way communication channel, where 
both sides can send information. 
D 
TriH to open conntctlon 
Accept& conn1c1itm reque&t 
II 1===1 
Cll•nl 
Mesugft Hnt bath recbona II '=I 
61Nor (Ltst.rung for cormectrona) 
Figure 5.4: Socket Connection Process 
The basic object used by applications to perform most network communications 
is called a socket. Sockets were first developed on UNlX at the niversity of California 









applications could be performed in the same way that these same applications would 
read and write files. 
When a file is to be read or written, a fil object must be used to point to the file. 
A socket is similar; it is an object used to read and write messages that travel between 
applications. 
In socket programming, only one application may be listening on any specific 
port on a single computer. Although numerous applications may listen for connection 
requests on a single computer at the same time, each of these applications must listen on 
a different port. 
This program will be developed using Visual C++, and by using the MFC 
Winsock classes to add network communications capabilities. The base class ' 
CAsyncSocket, provides complete, event-driven socket communications. 
For the development of the socket program, a simple dialog application will be 
created that can function a either the client or erver in a Win ock connect ion. Thi v ill 
aJlow two copies of the sample application to run at the same tirn , one for ach end of 
the connection, on the same computer or to copy the application to another computer so 
that two copies can run on separate computers and sec m sag can be as aero a 
network. Once the client program has established a conn ction with the Se.IV r program, 
text mes ages can be enter and send to the other program. When the message has been 
sent, it will be add d to a Ji t of messages sent. Each message that i received will be 
copied into another list of all m ag r • · »vcd, Thi will allow the user to ee the 
comp I 1 list of what ls s rn and r 'C iv d. 
'l11 fow function. pr . cnt on th· pro ' m i t all w th u r to et if the 










function, which allows the user to increase the slider and decrease the slider. Whenever 
the user changes the slider on the client side, the slider on the server side will changes 
too. The slider will integrate with the changes on the data pins of the parallel port The 
slider will have 8 positions. Each position of the slider represents the data pins of the 
parallel port. 
The figures below show a screen shot of both the client program and the server 




Server ~Mie l1oopback 














.. ·~ srn,u'ltlome Prototype ' ' \ ·"S~~'· .. ......... , 




Server replying to Client.. ... of course i read you .. :) 
Received Client sending laid to S erver ... do you read me? 
Low 
OK 

















Client sending text to Server ... do you read me? 
A 
':.......i Server raplying to CUent ..... of coursei reed you.. :) 
ece.""'1U 
' low 














Server replying to Client.. ... of course i read you .. :) 
Received Ctient sending text to Server ... doyou read me? 
Low High 
6 OK 
Figure 5.8: Server's slider changes 
When the slider is at position 0, all the data pins are disabled. When th slider i 
increased to 1, pin 1 will be enabled. When the slider changes to p sition 2, pin 2 will 
enabled and the rest of the pins will be disabled. When the slider changes to p ition 












This section will explain the development of the hardware component of the 
system. The hardware component acts as an interface between the parallel port from the 
server computer to the application. 
The hardware component comprises of the following hardware devices: 
• A female 25 Pin socket 
• 8 Relays 
• 8 Multi-purpose 2N3903 NPN Transistors 
• Combination of resistors 
• DC power source 

















Based on the above figure, this is only one circuit connection for one pin. Ther for , 
there are 8 pins and there should be 8 circuit connections similar to the bo e figure. 
The 2N3904 NPN multi-purpose transistor acts as a switch t 011 bl the relay. 
When the pin at the parallel port is enabled, rher is a small voltage pr ent at the pin. 
The value of the voltage is around 5V. When this SY is present at the Base of the 
transistor, this will allow current to flow from the Emitter of the transistor to the 
Collector of the transistor. Thus, the Base of the transistor acts a a switch to enable a 
close circuit for the Emitter and the Collector of the transistor. Th direction of the 
current is from the Emitter down across the Base, to the Collector of the transi Lor. 
When the pin is enabled at the parallel port a oltage pre ont at Ba will 
Complete the circuit at the Relay and the DC power source will power up the relay 










~,~.1 I)ar.dw~reJnJ~eface_A~ A Pot~n_tj9~rnter 
The application here is to allow the end user to control a remotely situated audio 
amplifier. In order to control the audio amplifier, the hardware interface will have to act 
like a potentiometer, or a volume control device. 
Before going into the details of the interface development, lets look at the figure 
below. 














The above figure shows a 12-stepped attenuator. Although for the purpos of this 
system, instead of developing a 12 stepped attenuator, an 8-stcpp d attenuator will be 
developed. This is because there arc only 8 data pins used from th parnll I port. 
The blue coloured lines represent the relays. Each time th relay is nabled, it 
will act as a switch to short the circuit from the input source to the· output. When all the 
data pins are disables, none of the 8 relays will enable. Thus tho source signal will not 
be able to flow to the output. This is when the volume is at the lowest level. When pin 1 
is enabled, relay at position 1 will close tho circuit and the signal from the source will 
travel across resistor Rl 1 to R2, and to the output. Here the total resistance is 
R2+R3 R4 RS+R6 R7 R8 R9+Rl 0 Rl 1. When the slider increases its p iti n tho 
pins will enable from pin 1 up to pin 8. When the slider is at full, pin 8 will enable. Thi 
time the volume is at full because the signal from the our 
output without going through any of the resistors. This i when the volume i t full 
blast. 
The value of the resistors are as follow: 
• RJ = 82 Ohm 
• R3 = 240 Ohm 
• R5 =I Ir Ohm 
• R7 SKOhm 
R2 =82 Ohm 
P4 = 560 Ohm 
R =JKOhm 
R Ohm 








~.4 More on Inpou~2.dll 
The feature of lnpout32.dll is it can work with all the Windows ersions without 
any modification in user code or the dll itself. The di/ will check the operating system 
version when functions are called, and if the operating system is Win9X, the di/ will use 
_inpO and _ outp functions for reading and writing to the parallel port. If the operating 
system is Windows NT, 2000 or XP, it will install a kernel mode driver and talk to 
parallel port through that driver. The user code will not be aware of the OS version on 
which it is running. The dll can be used in Windows NT clone operating systems as if it 
is Win9X. The flow chart of the program is given below. 
ser ct11li lnp32 or 
Out32 function. 
Checking OS version. 
WINNT WIN~ 
Use _inp/ _out librt'lly 
functions IOI data uen fe1 
Is hwinterf&ee.sys kernel 
mode d!iver loaded ? 
Yes No 
Try to lo6d Onv r. 
S SS? 
No Yee 
Pass d&t8/ request to 
driver • usir'lg 
DevicelO Control API 




















This chapter explains the test method carried out to test the final product of the 
system. The system contains 2 components, the software component and the hardware 
component. Therefore there should be at least two test method to check the 
performances of the system. 
6.2 Software Test 
In order to produce a good test result for the software compon nt, it is important 
that the process of writing the programs are plann d corr ctly and arried out mo thl . 
During the writing of the program make sure that all the required functions and rn 111 ds 
arc drafted out clearly. It is also important to frequently compiled and run th pro ram 
after each and every functions are written correctly. This way whenever an rror i 
found, at that moment the problem would be a small one and it should be to ol 
the problem. 
To test the completed program, at first the client and srver ro ram mu t b 
executed. It is better to run both cli nt and rver program on th am mpu r 
initially. After t stin 1110 pro ram. sue sfully th n pr 
program remotol on differ nt computer cro a nc .. xw rk. 
To t t th pro 111 i to make ure that '111 the functi n and fi atur n th 
pro ram works according! wW1 tho requirem ·nts. In tJ1i case, it i im nt th 01 
d with runnin b U1 










client and server program are able to send text messages across the network and 
received by the opposite program. 
Before sending the text messages, it is important to test if the single program can 
be run either in the client mode or the server mode. This is because the same program is 
written to be able to run as the server or the client. The way to test this is to run up 2 
programs and select the different mode on each program, and then connect from the 
client side. 
The most important function on the system is the slider control. ln order to test if 
the slider is working on the parallel port's pins, a third party software is used to test the 
parallel port's pin status. The software used is the Parallel Port Monitor written by r d 
Bulback. This software is a freeware and can be download from the Internet. The 
Parallel Port Monitor is a utility for viewing and manipulating the state of a parallel p rt 
on a Windows operating system. The figure below shows the screen shot of the softwar : 
f 318 f 32 • f 20 f(io100000 f Yes 
r379 r120 [ 78. ra1111oiJo f Yes 
r37A f 12 I oc rooo01100 f Yes 
0t~i::~::i~~~ ~ 
Figure 6.1: Parallel Port Monitor 
As seen above, the c loured r und d ts represents the 25 pins of the parall I rt. Th 
dark red c lour shows th pins that are not active, while the yell w pins ar th acu 
pin . 










The best way to test the hardware component is by using a multitester meter. The 
multitester meter used is the Sunwa YX-360TRn. 
It is important to always probe any connection points after any process of 
soldering iron on the printed breadboard. This is a vital step because a slight shorted area 
will cause the hardware to malfunction. 
After the completion of the hardware, it is possible to use a third party software 
to test on the circuit. The third party software used is the GXSPort by the XSTools. 
GXSPort is a graphical user interface command line utilities that sends up to 8 logic 
signals through the computer's parallel port. By using GXSPort, it is possible to te t the 
hardware by enabling the data pins and enabling the relays. Below shows a scr en h t 
of the software: 
["] ~ 
~~OJ]J..£.l~iJ ~ 
06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 
Suobe ~ COUl'll ·POJt l LPT1 3 
Figure 6.2: GXSPort 
To use GXSPort, simple just click on the 8 buttons and the value will chan from 
1. This indicates that a high and a low value is assign to the parallel port. Aft r sel ting 











9.4 l~g~ 'ort.T s_t 
Integration test meaning to test the entire syst m, ornbinin tl1 oftwsre and the 
hardware. In order to run this test firstly run 11 copy of the software program on 2 
network computers. One computer will act us the server program, and another will act as 
the client program. On the server computer, by using a male-to-male parall l cable 
connect the cable to the parallel port, and then connect the other end into the hardware 
interface component. Then connect the power supply for the hardware interface 
component and connect the hardware component to the audio amplifier. N xt play an 
audio source and try changing the slider control on tho client program. If tho test work, 



















7 I Di CUf1.&<m. 
This chapter will explain the problems faced during the development of the 
system. Also will discuss the strength of tho system and not forgetting th constraint and 
weaknesses. Finally this chapter will include suggestions and improvements for this 
project. 
22 Problems Faced 
Along the development process of this project, there are a few problem faced: 
i) To find the right device for a switch 
During the first phase of this project, the idea was to build a hardware device that could 
act as a volume control. Then came along the idea of the . topped ttenuator. But th 
problem was to search for the right device to act as a switch whenever there is a mall 
amount of voltage present. This proved to be a difficult ta k bocau e lot of e, tr 
readings on electrical components need to be done. Finally, a relay solved the problem. 
ii) Software unable to run on Windows XP 
While writing the codes for the program the platform u ed to ompile th ut 
was the Windows XP operating y tern. The readily available function for th 
pamllol port were unable to nm correctly. Thi wa due to security reason on the XP 
operating system. Further research was done on tho lutcrn 'l, and 1:1 vr dnv r w 
n ded to ov rwrit lh s curit constraint on lh Wind >ws P p ·r uin 








iii) Finding the right resistors values 
This was quite a difficult task too because 8 different values of resistors need to be 
calculated to produced the right attenuation. A series of try and en-or process finally 
came down very close to the right value of resistors. 
iv) Insufficient Funding 
This system utilizes a great amount of hardware devices. Therefore a large sum of 
money is used to purchase these electrical devices. Some of the devices are quite costly 
and needed to get in a large amount of quantities. 
7.3 Strc th Of Pro'cct 
Although they have been some previous projects similar Lo this one where it 
involves the usage of the parallel port. But the previous projects arc quit 
straightforward in the sense of the applications. This project proves lo be unique in the 
sense tluit it combines both hardware knowledge am/ software programming. 
The hardware utilizes a number f different electronic devi , each with 
different f unctionaliti s, combined together to produce a unique solution for diffi r nt 
application. For c arnpl , the main purp ·e of lhi project i to cont I an audio 
ampJifi r. But the same function can be appli don a light bulb. 
The soflwar us s tho slid r control to allow for . mooth tran ition of c ntrol n 












A few drawbacks of the system are that a. delay in information tran fers a ross 
the network. The software performance for running on the same computer and running 
remotely differs in the sense that information needs to be broadcast across the network. 
Therefore there is a delay when the server program receives tho information. 
Another drawback of the system is that, the system is actually running in a lo al 
area network environment. The algorithm for the software to communicate across the 
Internet should prove to be more complicated than to communicate across a network 
computer. 
Finally, this project is only a model design to show that a parallel p rt uld 
actually act as a volume control and to control an audio amplifier. 
7.5 Su es ions and lm.J2rovemcnts 
I. The system can be improved by using more pins to control 
2. More pins to allow much more attenuation, thus a smoother velum chang . 
3. The make the. oflwarc able to run across the Int ·rn '1 
4. The Faculty hould provide with om funding. 










This project proves to be a challenging task. This is because the system 
comprises of both hardware and software. Apart from applying the knowledge in 
computer programming, a certain degree of knowledge in hardware and electronics are 
needed to complete this project. This is where extra knowledge is gain and could be 
useful for future purposes. 
Due to the problems encountered during development, it is sad to mention that 
the developer of the project was almost behind schedule. But with great dedication and 
beliefs, the developer managed at the end to complete the project. 
Along this project, the developer gained many experiences. With these 
experiences gained, the developer hopes that all these will be put into practice when 
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APPENDIX 1: CLIENT SCRlPT 






#defin; new DEBUG NEW 
#undef THIS FILE - 
static char TIDS_FILE[] =_FILE_; 
#endif 
111!!/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II CAboutDlg dialog used for App About 




II Dialog Data 
II{ { --X DATA(CAboutDig) 
enum { IDD = IDD _ABOUTBOX 
II} }AFX_DATA 
II CJassWizard generated virtual function override 
II{ {AFX_ VJRTUA (CJ\boutDlg) 
protected: 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); II DDXIDDV support 









Cl\boutDlg:: AboutDlg() : \Dial g( A out lg:: I ) 
{ 
II{{ I· D T !NIT( Abour l 1) 














BEGIN_ MESSAGE_ MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog) 
II{ {AFX_MSG_MAP(CAbouLDlg) 
II No message handlers 
ll}}AFX MSG MAP 
END _MESSAGE_ MAP() 
llll!l/l! /I I l!//I If! Ill I I I If I I I! I If I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I///// 
II CSockDig dialog 
CSock:Dlg: :CSockDlg(CW nd * pParent l*=N ULL * /) 
: CDialog(CSockDlg:: fDD, pParent) 
II{ {AFX_DATA INlT(CSock.Dlg) 
m_strMessa0e = _ T('"')· 
m_strName = _ T('"'); 
m iPort - O· ' m i'Type -1; 
II} }AFX_DATA_TNlT 
II Note that oadlcon does not require a subsequent Dcstroylcon in Win 2 
m_hlcon - AfxGctApp()->Loadlcon(lDR MAIN ,RAM·); 













ON_ WM_ QUERYDRAGlCON() 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RCLJENT, OnRType) 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BCONN -;CT, OnDconn cl) 
ON_ BN _ CLICKED(IDC _ BSEND, OnBscnd) 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RSERV R, OnRTypc) 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BCLOSE, OnBclose) 
ON_ WM_ HSCROLL() 
//}} AFX MSG MAP 
E}U) _MESSAGE_ MAP() 
111111 l!!/ll!l II Ill 1111111111/111111 II Ill!! I I I I I II II 11 I/ Ill 111111 Ill I II I II I I I 
II CSockDlg message handlers 
BOOL CSockDlg: :OninitDialog() 
{ 
CDialog: :OnlnitDialog(); 
II Add "About.." menu item to system menu. 
// lDM_ ABOUTBOX must be in the system command range. 
ASS "RT((IDM_ABOUTBOX & 0 FFFO) IDM_ABO TBO ); 
ASS "RT(IDM_ABOUTBOX < OxfOOO)· 
CMenu* pSysMenu - GetSystcmMenu(F ALS ); 
if(pSysMenu !=NU ) 
{ 
CSlring strAboutlvlenu; 
strAboutMenu.LoadSt1ing(JDS ABO TBO ); 
if(!strAboutMenu.ls •mpty()) 
{ 
pSysMenu-> AppendMcnu(M · 
p ysMenu-'>AppcndMcnu(M · 
·PAR TOR); 
TJ JN I ID AB 
strAboutMcnu )· 
} 
II ct th icon for this dial g. The Irnm w rk cJ • this aut maticnlly 
II when the application's main window is not a dialog 
ctl n(m hi 0111 TRl E); tl : •t bi 1 i .on 









II TODO: Add extra initialization here 
II Initialize the control variables 
m_iType = O; 
m_strName = "loopback"; 
mjPort = 4000; 
II Update the controls 
UpdateData(F ALSE); 
llGetDlgitem(IDC_SLIDER)->EnablcWindow(TRU "'); 
II Set the socket dialog pointers 
m _ sConnectSocket. SetParent(this ); 
m _ sListenSocket. SetParent(this); 
} 
return TRUE; II return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control 
void CSockDlg: :OnSysCommand(UINT nlD, LP ARAM lPararn) 
{ 








CDialog: :OnSysCommand(nlD, IParam); 
II lf you add a minimize button to your dialog, you will need the code below 
II to draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view model, 
II this is automatically done for you by the framework. 




PaintD dc(this); II device contc t for painting 
SendMessagc(WM_I N ·RA EJ3K N , (WP R M) 











int x = (rect.Width() - ex.Icon+ 1) 12; 
int y = (rect.Height() - cylcon + 1) 12; 
11 Draw the icon 







II The system calls this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags 
II the minimized window. 
BCURSOR CSockDlg: :OnQueryDraglcon() 
{ 
return (HCURSOR) m_hlcon; 
Void CSockDlg::OnRType() 
{ 
II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
II Sync the controls with the variables 
pdateData(TR U ); 
II Which mode are w in? 






void CSockDlg: :Onllconncct() 
( 
II TODO: Add y ur control notification handler code her 
II Sync the variables with the outr Is 
UpdatcDala(TR ··); 
II Disable the connection and type controls 
ct lgll m(ID _I N NI• 'T)- · Ena I 'Wind w(h\L E); 
Get lgltcm(l _ ~ 1RVNAMb)- -Ena lcWind w(h\ • ·); 
ctDlgHcm(l ' ·· ' •'RVP I T)- tna lcWind w(FAL E); 
cl lgltemtll TA'l'I 'NAME l~nablcWindow(F L I·); 











GetDlgltem(IDC _STA TJCTYPE)->Enable Window(F ALSE)' 
II Are we running as client or server? 
if (m_iType == O){ 
GetDlgltem(IDC_SLlDER)->EnableWindow(TRUE)· 
GetDlgltem(IDC_LAB MOD )-- nablcWindow(TR ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _LABELMODE)->SetWindowText("Clicnl Mode")· 
II Client, create a defauJt socket 
m _ sConnectSocket. Createt); 
II Open the connection to the server 
m _ sConnectSocket. Connect( m _strName, m _iPort); 
m _ ctlSlider. SetRange(O, IO); 
} 
else] 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ SLfDER)-> nable Window(TRU ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ LABE MODE)-> ,. nab le Window(TR ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ LABELMOD )->Set WindowText("Scrver Mode"); 
II Server, create a socket bound to the port specified 
m _ sListenSocket. Crcate(m _i Port); 
II isten for connection requests 
m sListenSocket.Listen(); 
m_ctlSlider. ctRangc(O 8); 
H**************************************************************** 
*JJ 
typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLf'UNCl)(lNT,fNT); 
typedef UINT (CA LBACK* PFNDLLl'UNC2)(1NT); 
HJNST ANC hDLL; II Handle to DLL 
LPFNDLL 1UNCl Output; II 'unction pointer 




hD oad ibrary("lnpout32")· 
if (hD ! N ) 
{ 
utput ( Pf'ND LF N 1) etProcAddrcss(h ," ut _ .. 
Input (LPFNI LLP N 2) tPr cAd r 1(h LL,''lnµ .... ") 
if I utput II I Input) 
I 










Addr = Ox378; 
Addrln = Ox379; 
Value= O· ' Output(Addr, Value); 







II Accept the connection request 
m_sListenSocket.Accept(m sConnecLSockel); 
II Enable the text and message controls 
GetDlgitem(IDC_EMSG)-> nableWindow(TRU "'); 
GetDlgltem(fDC_BSEND)-> nableWindow(TR ); 
GetDlgltem(lDC_STATlCMSG)-> --nublcWindow(TRU ); 
void CSock.DJg: :On onncct() 
( 
II Enable the text and message controls 
GctDlgltem(fD _•MSG)-'> nablcWindow(TR 
GctDJgltcm(lDC_BS ND)-"" nablcWindow(TR )· 
GetDlgltem(lDC STATlCMSG)-> nableWindow(TJ --); 
GetDlgltcm(JDC_BC OS )->-<nableWindow(TRU )· 
Void CSockDJg: :OnScnd() 
{ 
Void CSockDlg:: nRccoiv () 
{ 
char *p.13uf new char] I 0 ... J; 
int iBufSize = l 02'1; 
int iRcvd; 
String strR cvd; 









typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNCl)(INT TNT)· 
typedefUINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC2)(INT)· 
HINST ANCE hDLL; //Handle to DLL 
LPFNDLLFUNCJ Output;// Function pointer 




hDLL = Loadl.ibraryf''Inpout.sz"); 
if (hDLL !=NULL) 
{ 
Output= (LPFNDLLFUNC 1)GetProcAddress(hDLL,110ut3211); 
Input= (LPFNDLLFUNC2)GetProcAddress(hD ,"lnp 2"); 
if (!Output II !Input) 
{ 
II handle the error FreeLibrary(hDLL); 
} 
} 
Addr = Ox378; 
Addrln = Ox3 79; 
Value =O· ' //Output(Addr Value): 
INT somenurn - lnpul(Addr); 
II Receive the message 
iRcvd m sConnectSockct.Rcceivc(pBuf, iBufSize)· 
II Did WC receive anything? 
if (iRcvd - SOCKET ERROR){ 
} 
else{ 
pBuf[iRcvd] - N LL; 
//if (pDuf- int)] 
II Get Jgltem(I YA ·)-'>SctWindowT t(p uf); 
II 
//eJsc{ 
II opy the message to a tring 
str] ecvd p13u1; 
lli=-O· ' if{strRecvd 11 11 II trRccvd " 
LI lgllom(I '_VA •)- · 
Iii I; 
/Im ·IJRcu d.Add trin (~lrl c ivd); 









Output(Ox3 78, O); 
} 
else if(strRecvd =="001" II strRecvd =="001001 "){ 
//m_ctlR.ecvd.AddString(strRecvd); 
GetDJgltem(JDC VALUE)- Setwindow'Fe ·t(" 1 "); 
//i=l · ' m_ctlSlider.SetPos(l ); 
Output(Ox378, 1); 
} 




m ct!Slider. SetPos(2)· 
Output(Ox3 78,2); 
} 
else iftstrRecvd ="003" II strRecvd --"00300.:> "){ 
//m_ct1Recvd.AddString(strRecvd); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_ VALUE)->SetWindowTe rt(" ")· 
//i= 1; 
m ctJSJider.SetPos(3); 
Output(Ox3 78, 4)' 




m _ ctJSlidcr. SctPos( 4); 
Outpul(Ox378,8); 
} 
else if(strRecvd ="005" II strRecvd "005005"){ 
//m_ct1Recvd.AddString(strRecvd)· 
GetDlgltem(lDC_ V ALU ·)->SctWindowTc, t("S"); 
lli=): ' m_cll lidcr. otPos(S); 
utput( . 78, I 6)· 
} 
else if(strR cvd "006" II strkccvd " 6 06"){ 
//m_ctlRecvd.Add. lring( lrRccvd); 
ctUJgJtcm(Jl '-VAL ')- · ·tWind w'l' t("G"), 
lli=): ' m ell lidor. •tPo ); 
uu ul( 7 , 2); 
} 
ilse if~strf e ·vd 
//Ill Ill 
" (7" II trl .cvd 










GetDlgltem(IDC _ V ALUE)->SetWindowText("7")· 
//i=I · ' m _ ctlSlider. SetPos(7); 
Output(Ox3 78,64); 
} 
else if(strRecvd ="008" II strRecvd - "008008"){ 
//m _ ctlRecvd. AddString(strRecvd)· 





else iflstrkecvd ="009" II strRecvd ="009009"){ 
/Im_ ctlRecvd.AddString(strRecvd); 
GetDlgltem(TDC_ VALUE)->SetWindowText(" "} 
//i=l; 
m _ ctlSlider. SetPos(9); 
Output(Ox3 78, 128)' 
} 
else if{strRecvd ="010" II strRecvd =-"010010"){ 
/Im ctlRecvd.AddSt1ing(strRecvd)· 
GetDJgltem(IDC_ YALU •)->SetWindowT t(" 1 O'')' 
Ih=); 
m_ctJSlider.SetPos(J O); 
Output(Ox 78, 128); 
} 
else if{strRecvd - "6623 "){ 
//M.essageBo '(" lient Disconnected"); 
m ctlRecvd.AddString("*** Client isconncctcd ***"); 
} 
else{ 
II Add the message to the received list o 
m _ ctl Recvd. Add tri ng( strRecvd); 
//G I Dlgllom(J VA U · )- SetWindowTc t(strR d); 
II Sync the variables with the controls 
II 1 
} 
UpdateData(TR · )· 
} 
Void SockDlg::On I sc() 
{ 
II .,los • t.h • .onnc ·tcd sock 'I 









//Disable the message sending controls 
GetDlgltem(IDC _EMSG)->Enable Window(F ALSE)· 
GetDlgltem(lDC _ BSEN.D)->EnableWindow(FALS )· 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ STATlCMSG)->Enable Window(F ALSE)· 
GetDlgltem(IDC _BCLOSE)->EnableWindow(f ALS ); 
II Are we running in Client mode? 
if (m_iType == 0)( 
II Yes, so enable the connection configuration controls 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ BCONNECT)->EnablcWindow(TR )' 
GetDlgitem(IDC _ESERVNAME)->EnabJeWindow(TRU ); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_ESERVPORT)->EnableWindow(TRU ); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_STATICNAME)->EnableWindow(TRUE)· 
GetDlgltem(IDC_STATlCPORT)-> nablcWindow(TR -.)· 
GetDlgitem(IDC_RCLIENT)->EnablcWindow(TRU-.)· 
GetDlgitem(IDC _ RSERVER)->Enable Window(TRU ); 
GetDlgltem(l.DC _ST ATICTYPE)->Enable Window(TRUE); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ LABE MOD )-> nable Windowff ALS ); 
GetDlgitem(lDC _ LABELMODE)->SetWindowText("")· 
} 
void CSockDlg: :OnBsend() 
( 
II TO.DO: Add your control notification handler code here 
int iLcn; 
int iSont; 
II Sync the controls with the variables 
UpdatcData(TRU ); 
II ls there a message to be sent? 
if(m strMessage 1- ""){ 
II Get the length of the message 
j en - m strMessagc.Get cngtht); 
II Send the message 
iSent m s onnccrSocket. end( P T TR(m slrMessagc), i en · 
II Were we abl to send it? 
if(iSent OCK •T_ •RR R){ 
} 
else{ 
II Add th m ssagc lo th list o ·. 
m_ctl ul.Add, tring(m strM ssagc); 
ell lgllc111(JI EM -t ') cl Window1 L'. IC"' ; 
II yn · the uriabl with the c nirol · 












void CSockDlg:: OnBclose() 
{ 
II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
m _yConnectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("6623 '') 4); 
II Call the OnClose function 
OnCloseO; 
} 




GetDlgltem(IDC _ V ALUE)->SetWindowText(pos); 
//if (m j'I'ype = 0)( 
iflpos = "O") 
m_ sConnectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("000"),3 ); 
if(pos = "1 ") 
m _ sConnectSockct. Send(LPCTSTR("OO l "),3 )· 
if(pos = "2 ") 
m _ sConnecLSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("002 "),3 ); 
it{pos == "3'') 
m_sConnectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("003 "), ); 
iflpos = "4") 
m_sConnectSocket.Send(LPCTSTR("004"),3); 
if(pos = "5") 
m _sCormectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("005 "},3 ); 
if(pos == "6") 
m_sConnectSocket. Send(LP TSTR("006 "),3 ); 
if(pos = "7") 
m _sConnectSocket. Send( P TSTR("007"), ); 
if(pos -- "8") 
m_s onnectSocket.Scnd(LP T TR("O 8") ); 
if(pos -~ · " ") 
m s onnect ocket. cnd(LP TSTR("009"),3); 
if(pos - "1 O") 
m_s onn ct' cket, end(LP T TR(''O I ''),3); 
II 
if'(m_iTypc l)t 









typedefUINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNCl)(INT,INT); 
typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC2)(1NT); 
HINSTANCE hDLL; II Handle to DLL 
LPFNDLLFUNCJ Output; II Function pointer 




hDLL = LoadLibrary("Inpout32"); 
if(hDLL !=NULL) 
{ 
Output= (LPFNDLLFUNCJ )GetProcAddress(hDLL, "Out32")· 
Input= (LPFNDLLFUNC2)GetProcAddress(hDLL,"Inp32"); 
if (!Output II !Input) 
{ 
II handle the error FreeLibrary(hDLL); 
} 
r 
Addr = Ox3 78 · 
Addrln = Ox379; 
Value= O· > 
110u1put(Addr, Value); 




II****************** PTN 1 
********************************************II 
ifl:m_ctlSlider.GetPos()>O && m_cllSlider.GetPos()<' l){ 
Output(Ox378, 1); 
II****************** P1N 2 
********************************************H 
if(m_cllSlider.GctPos()> l && m_ctl lider. tPos()..- 2){ 
utput(O 378,2)· 
II******** U **"'** )fntnti P lN 
**************** •• ** t•••• •• ••••••• ***H 
if(m_ ti Iidcr. ·tPos() .., && rn ti Hdc1. J'IP . { 






















if( m_ ctlSlider. GetPos()> 5 && m_ ct IS lid er. GetPos()<=6) { 
Output(Ox.378,32); 
} 
!!****************** PIN 7 
********************************************H 


















APPENDIX 2: SERVER SCRIPT 






#defin~ new DEBUG NEW 
#undefTHIS FILE - 
static char THIS_FILE[) =_FILE_; 
#endif 
ll!//ll/////// I///////// I/// I IJl/////l l//J /// l///ll ///I I/// I I//// I /I/////// I/ 
II CAboutDlg dialog used for App About 




II Dialog Data 
//{ {AFX DATA(CAboutDlg) 
enum { IDD- IDD_ABOUTBOX }· 
//}}AFX_DATA 
II ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
//{{AFX_ VIRTUA ( AboutDlg) 
protected: 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); // DDX/ V support 
//}} AFX VIRTUAL 
II Implementation 
protected: 
//{ {AfX MSG(CAboutDJg) 
//} }AfX_M 
DECLAR · M · A • MAP() 
CJ\boutDlg:: About lg(): iHlos( A utl lg::IDD) 
{ 
//{{Al· OATA INJT( "'Ab ut lg 
















BEGIN_ MESSAGE_ MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog) 
II { { AFX-'MSG _ MAP(CAboutDlg) 
II No message handlers 
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP 
END_ MESSAGE_ MAP() 
111111 I I I I I I II I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I II I I I I 1111I111 I I I I I I I I I I I 1111 
II CSockDlg dialog 
CSockDlg: :CSockDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL* I) 
: CDiaJog(CSockDlg: :IDD, pParent) 
II( {AFX_DATA_lNIT(CSock.Dlg) 
m_strMessage = _ T("")· 
m_strName = _ T('"')· 
m iPort - O· - , 
m_iTypc =- -J · 
II} }AFX_DATA_INlT 
II Note that Loadlcon does not require a subsequent Destroylcon in Win32 















ON_ WM _QUER YDRJ\GlCON() 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RCLIENT, OnRType) 
ON_ BN _ CLICKED(JDC _)3CONNECT, OnBconncct) 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BSEND, OnBsend) 
ON_ BN_ CLICKED(IDC _ RSER VER, OnRTypc) 
ON_ BN_ CLICKED(IDC ~BC LOSE, OnBclosc) 
ON_ WM _HSCROLL() 
II} }AFX_MSG_MAP 
END_ MESSAGE _MAP() 
l!!//!lll/lllllllllllllllll/lllll/lllll//ll/ll/llll/l/ll/lll/l/l///lll/l////l 
II CSockDlg message handlers 
BOOL CSockDlg: :OninitDialog() 
{ 
CDialog: :OnlnitDialog(); 
JI Add "About. .. " menu item to system menu. 
JI lDM_AllOUTBOX must be in the system command range. 
ASS -.RT((IDM_ABOUTBOX & OxFFFO) -- lDM_ABO B X); 
ASSERT(IDM_ADOUTBOX < OxFOOO); 
CMenu* pSysMenu - GetSystemMenu( A 
if (pSysMenu !=NU ) 
{ 
CString strAboutMenu; 
strAboutMenu. oadString(ID _ 
if (!strAboutMcnu.ls-. mpty()) 
{ 
T X)· 
p ysMenu- AppendMcnu(MF •PARAT R); 
p ysMenu~"'Append enu(MF _ Tl N , J M 
strJ\boutMcnu); 
II ct th icon for this dial g. Th Iramcwor d thi out matically 
II when the application's main window i not a dialog 
ell on(m hl on, Tl E); II ·I ig i .on 









II TODO: Add extra initialization here 
II Initialize the control variables 
m j'Type = O; 
m_strName = "loopback"; 
m_iPort = 4000; 
II Update the controls 
UpdateData(F ALSE); 
llGetDlgitem(IDC_SLIDER)-> -<nablcWindow(TRUE); 
II Set the socket dialog pointers 
m _sConnectSocket. SetParent(this ); 
m _ sListenSocket.SetParent(this); 
return TRUE; II return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control 
} 
void CSock.Dlg: :OnSysCommand(UlNT nID, LPARAM lParam) 
{ 







CDiaJog::OnSys ommand(nlD, Il'ararn); 
} 
} 
II If you add a minimize button to your dialog, you will need the code bcl w 
II to draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view model 
II this is automatically done for you by the framework. 




PaintD dc(this); II device context for painting 
SendMessagc(WM_l N ·RA · K N , (WP AR 












int x = (rect.Width() - cxlcon + 1) 12; 
int y = (rect.Height()- cylcon + 1) I 2; 
II Draw the icon 







II The system calls this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags 
II the minimized window. 
HCURSOR CSockDig: :OnQueryDraglcon() 
{ 




II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
II Sync the controls with the variables 
UpdateData(TRUE); 
II Which mode arc we in? 
if (m_iType-= O){ II Set the appropriate text on the button 
m _ct I Connect. Set WindowText ("C&onnect "); 
} 
else{ 
m _ ctlConnect. Set WindowText("&Listen"); 
void CSockDlg::OnJ3connect() 
f 
II TODO: J\dd your control noufication handler cod here 
II Sync the variables with th controls 
UpdateData(TRU :); 
II Di able the connection and type controls 
t lgrtem(ID n ONNL T) ~l10 I Window F/\L. E)~ 
Ge lgltemtl ·' •I VNAM ·)- · sna lcWindow(h\ ·); 
etDI llcm(ll •· <'I VP I 'I')· •En 1 I •Wind w FAL , <'); 
t lgltcm(JD TATJ N ME Ena l·Windov(FAL.~E, 









GetDlgltem(IDC _ RCLlENT)->Enable Window(F ALSE)" 
GetDlgTtem(lDC_RSERVER)->EnableWindow(FALSE)· 
GetDJgltem(IDC _ST ATJCTYPE)-:>Enable Window(F ALSE)· 
II Are we running as client or server? 
if (m_iType == O){ 
GetDlgitem(lDC _ SLTDER)->Enable Window(TRU-. )· 
GetDlgltem(IDC _LABELMODE)->-.nablcWindow(TR •); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ LABELMODE)- SctWindowTcxt("Clicnt Mode"); 
II Client, create a default socket 
m _sConnectSocket. Createt); 
II Open the connection to the server 




GetDlgitem(IDC _ SLIDER)->Enable Window(TRU · ); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_ ABELMOD )-> nableWindow(TR ·)· 
GetDlgitem(IDC _ LABELMOD )->Set WindowText(" Server Mode"); 
II Server, create a socket bound to the port specified 
m _sListenSocket. Create( m _i Port), 
II isten for connection requests 
m sListenSocket.Listen(); 
m ct!Slider.SctRange(O, 8); 
H**************************************************************** 
*II 
typedefUlNT (CALLBACK* LPPNDLLFUNCJ)(INT INT)· 
typedefUINT (CALLBACK* LPFND LFUNC2)(1NT); 
HIN STANCE hDLL; II l land le to DLL 
LP ND FUNCl Output; II Function pointer 




hDL oad ibrary("Jnpour 2")· 
if (I I N ) 
{ 
ut] ut ( Pl• NDLLF N 'J) etProcJ\ddrcss(h 
Input ( PFN I· N '2) ' lPr ddr (h J 
if utput II lluput) 
I 










Addr = Ox378; 
Addrln = Ox379; 
Value= O; 
Output(A.ddr, Value); 
INT somenum = lnput(Addr); 






II Accept the connection request 
m_sListenSocket. Accept(m_ sConnectSocket ); 
II Enable the text and message controls 
GetDlgltem(IDC _EMSG)->Enable Window(TRU -. ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ BSEND)->Enable Window(TRUE); 
GetDlgltem(lDC _STATICMSG)-> nablcWindow(TRU ); 
} 
void CSockDlg: :OnConncct() 
I 
II Enable the text and message controls 
GetDJgHcm(fDC_ •MSG)-> "nableWindow(TR ")° 
GctDlgl tem(IDC _BSEND)- Enable Window(TRU.12); 
GetDlgltem(lDC STATICMSG)-"> nablewindo, (TRU ·); 
GetDlgltem(IDC_J3CLOS •)->EnableWindow(TRU ·); 
} 
void CSockDlg: :OnSend() 
f 
} 
void CSockDlg: :OnRcceivc() 
{ 
char "plluf new char! I 0251; 
int iBuf i e - I 24; 
int iRcvd; 
String slrR cvd; 









typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNCl)(TNT,lNT): 
typedef UfNT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC2)(1NT); 
H[NST ANCE hDLL; II Handle to DLL 
LPFNDLLFUNC1 Output; II Function p inter 




hDLL = LoadLibrary("Inpout32"); 
if(hDLL !=NULL) 
{ 
Output = (LPFNDLLFUNC 1 )GetProcAddress(hDL , "Out32 ")" 
Input= (LPFNDLLFUNC2)GetProcJ\ddress(hD .Tnp 2"); 
if (!Output II [Input) 
{ 
II handle the error FreeLibrary(hDLL); 
} 
} 
Addr = Ox378; 
Addrln = 0,'37 ; 
Value= O; 
//Oulput(Addr Value)· 
INT somcnum lnput(Addr); 
11 Receive the message 
iRcvd m_s onncctSocket.Receive(pBuf, il3ufSize)· 
II Did we receive anything? 




//if (pBuf =intj] 
II GetDlgltem(ID VA b)- - tWindowT ·t(p13uf); 
//} 
//else{ 
II opy the mes as to a Iring 
lrJ cc d pBuf; 
lts= . , 
ire trRcc d "O " II strRccvd 
ell lgll m(l VJ\ 
Iii I; 
//111 ·tll e · d.Add 'l1 inp !'lrl cc cl , 










Output(Ox3 78, O); 
} 
else if(strRecvd ==1100'1" II strRecvd =="001001 "){ 
//m ctlRecvd.AddString(strRecvd); 
GetDJgitcm(lDC YALU •)- SctWindowTcxt(" l 11)· 
//i=1 · ' m_ctlSlider.SetPos(l ); 
Output(Ox378, I); 
} 
else if(strRecvd =="002" II strRccvd "002002"){ 
//m _ ctlRecvd.AddString(strRccvd); 





else if{strRecvd ="003 11 II strRecvd =1100300311){ 
/Im_ ctlRecvd.AddString(strRccvd); 
GetDlgltem(IDC_ YALU ~)->SetWindowTexl(11 11)· 
Iii= J; 
m ctlSlider.SctPos(3); 
Output(Ox3 78, 4)' 
} 
else if(strRecvd ==1100411 II strkecvd "004004"){ 
//m ctlRecvd. ddString(strRccvd); 





else if(strRecvd -"005" II strRecvd -"005005"){ 
//m ct!Recvd. ddString(strRec d); 
GetDlgltem(lDC YALU )- etWindow'fc 1(11 ")· 
tn-: 
m ctl lider. ctPo (5)· 
Output(Ox 78, J 6); 
} 
els if(strR cvd 11 " II strRecvd " 1'){ 
//m_cllR cvd. Add tring( trR cvd); 
ctlJlgltcm(JD ' VA ')- ctWindowTc l " "), 
/Ii-); 
m ti lid r. ctP >); 









GetDlgltem(IDC_ V ALUE)->SetWindowText("7")· 
//i=l; 
m _ ctlSlider. SetPos(7); 
Output(Ox378,64); 
} 
else if(strRecvd = "008" II strRccvd - "008008") 
//m_ctlRecvd.AddString(strRecvd)· 





else iflstrkecvd ="009" II strRecvd = "009009"){ 
//m _ ctlRecvd.AddString(strRccvd); 
GetDlgltem(IDC_ VALU ·)->SctWindowTcxt(" ")· 
Iii= 1; 
m _ ct!Slider. SelPos(9); 
Output(Ox3 78, 128); 
} 
else iftstrRecvd =-"010" II strRecvd "010010"){ 
/Im ctlRecvd.AddString(strRccvd); 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ V ALU ·)->Set WindowTc n(" IO'')" 
/li=1; 
m ctJSlider. SetPos( IO); 
Output(O 378,128); 
} 
else if(strRccvd "6623 "){ 
//MessageBox("Cl ient Disconnected"); 
m ctlRecvd.AddString("*** licnt Disconnected ***"); 
} 
else{ 
II Add the message to the received list box 
m _ ctlRecvd.Add tring(strRccvd); 
/IG l Jgltcm(I _VA ·)-"> tWindowT ·t(strR d); 
II Sync the variables with the controls 
II} 
pdat Data(TR · ); 
void ock 
{ 
· th · nn • ·t ·d ·h ·t 









//Disable the message sending controls 
GetDlgltem(JDC_EMSG)->EnableWindow(FALSE)· 
GetDlgltem(IDC _ BSEND)->EnableWindow(F ALSE)· 
GetDJgltem(IDC _STATICMSG)->EnableWindow(F ALS ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC BCLOSE)->EnableWindow( ·ALSE); 
II Are we running in Client mode? 
if (m_iType == 0)( 
II Yes, so enable the connection configuration controls 
GetDlgitem(JDC~BCONN CT)-".> -;nablcWindow(TRU 
GetDlgitem(IDC_ESERVNAME)-> -;nableWindow(TR )· 
GetDlgitem(IDC _ ESERVPORT)->Enablc Window(TRU -. ); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_STATlCNAME)->EnableWindow(TR ); 
GetDlgitem(IDC_STATICPORT)- nableWindow(TR -;)· 
GetDlgitem(IDC _ RCLIENT)->Enable Window(TRU · )' 
GetDlgltem(IDC_RSERVER)->EnableWindow(TRU ... ); 
GetDlgltem(IDC_ST TJCTYP )-> nableWindow(TR 
GetDlgitem(IDC_ AB LMOD )-> nableWindow( 
GetDlgitem(IDC_LAB LMOD )->SetWindowTexl(""); 
} 
} 
void CSockDlg: :OnBsend() 
( 
II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
int iLen; 
int iScnt; 
II Sync the controls with the variables 
UpdateData(TRU ); 
II Is there a message to be sent? 
if'(m strMessage !- '"'){ 
II Get the length of the message 
i en - m_strMessage.Gct cngtht); 
II end the mes age 
i ent m ' onnect ockct. end( P T Tl (rn str essagc), i .n): 
II Were we able to send it? 
if{i ent 0 K·T ·RR I){ 
} 
cl c{ 
II Add the m ssagc L the list o . 
m_ ti nl.Add tring(m_ trMcssag ·)· 
'·t1. I 11t •111(ll LM. 1) , ·1Window'J' ·,I("" , 
II ., nc the vuriu le with the · ntrol 













void CSockDlg: :OnBcJose() 
{ 
II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
m _ sConnectSockel. Send(LPCTSTR("6623 "), tJ); 
II Call the OnClose function 
OnCJose(); 
} 




GetDlgitem(IDC_ V ALUE)-'>SetWindowText(pos); 
//if (rn iType -- O){ 
iftpos -= "O") 
m_sConnectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("000"),3)· 
if(pos "J ") 
m sConnect.Sockct. Scnd(LP T TR("OO l "), ); 
i f(pos = "2 ") 
m _sConnectSockct. Scnd(LPCTSTR("002 ") ); 
if(pos "3") 
m sConnectSocket. Scnd(LPCTSTR("OO "),3 ); 
if(pos "4") 
m _ sConnectSocket. Send(LPCTSTR("004"),3)· 
if(pos -= "5 ") 
m sConnectSocket.Send(LPCT TR("005"), ); 
if(pos - "6") 
m s onncct ck l. S nd( P T TR("006 "), ); 
if(pos - "7") 
m s onncct ocket. end( P T TR("O 7"), ); 
if(pos "8") 
m_s onncct ockct. cnd(LP TSTR("O "), ); 
if(pos " ") 
m s onnect ocket, end( P T TR(" 0 "), ); 
if(po "I ") 
m_sConnecl ckct, end( P 'T TR(" I "),3)· 
//} 
if'(rn i'l'ype 1)( 









typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC l)(lNT INT); 
typedef UINT (CALLBACK* LPFNDLLFUNC2)(1NT); 
HlNST ANCE hDLL; II Handle to DL 
LPFNDLLFUNC I Output; II Function pointer 
LPFNDLLFUNC2 Input; II Function pointer 
INT Addr; 
INT Addrln; 
INT Value· ' hDLL = Load.Library("Inpout32"); 
if(hDLL !=NULL) 
{ 
Output= (LPFNDLLFUNCJ)GetProcAddrcss(hD ,"Out3-")' 
Input= (LPFNDLLFUNC2)GetProcAddrcss(h L "Tnp 2")' 
if (!Output II llnput) 
{ 
II handle the error FreeLibrary(hDLL); 
} 
} 
Addr =Ox 78; 
AddrJn = 0 ·37 ; 
Value- O· 
llOutput(Addr Value); 




II****************** PIN I 
********************************************V 
iftm_ctJSlider.GetPos()>O && m_ctl Jider.G tP s()<-J){ 
Output(Ox378 I); 
} 
II****************** PIN 2 
********************************************II 
if{m_ctl lider. ctPo () · I && m ctl lidcr, ctl'o '0 -H 
ulput(Ox 78,2); 
} 
********** *. * *** II 










!/'"*'If*************** PIN 4 
********************************************~ 
if(m_ct1Slider.GetPos()>3 && m_cllSlider.GetPos()<- ){ 
Output(Ox3 78,8); 
} 
!/****************** PIN 5 
********************************************// 















if{m ctJSlider.GctPos() 7){ 












APPENDIX 3: USER MANUAL 
This user manual will explain on how to set up the Smart Hom Prototype 
System. Before going into the installation details, let's look at the ·h cklist for the 
component of the system. This system contains: 
• CD containing the software program 
• Hardware Interface Package 
• Audio Amplifier 
Setting Up The Software 
The following steps show how to install and run the software pr grams: 
1. Insert the CD into the D-Rom. Open the folder named and copy all iii s 
into the Windows System32 directory. 
2. Open folder Smartl Iomc Prototype and copy the Sm rtl lom . fil int your 
desktop. Jf you wish to run the programs remotely, repeat step l and 2 on anoth r 
computer. 
3. Double click the Smartl lome.exe and the program should run properly. 
4. If running on Server Mode, enter the port num er. cfault is set to Ii k 
Listen to run the pr gram. 
5. If running on licnt Mod , make sur t cnt r cith r th d stinati 11 mput r 
ID or the IP address. Ne. t, enter the poll addre ·s. cfoult is set to 1 0 . Ii· 









6. Now you are ready to communicate between the Server pro: ram and th Client 
program. Enter any text messages on the textlx» and click Send to send to th 
remote program. Text messages received will be displayed 011 the rec iive list O.'. 
Setting Up The Hardware 
The following steps explain how to set up the hardware: 
1. Connect the hardware interface port to the server computer's parallel port by 
using a male-to male parallel port cable. 
2. Plug in a DC power supply into the DC jack. No setting on polarity is needed. 
The recommended DC power source is I V. witch on the ower supply. 
3. Connect the volume socket from the hardware interface package to the audi 
amplifier volume socket. 
4. Next connect from an audio source to the amplifier by connecting into the 
RCA socket. 
5. Finally, connect a headphone or a multimedia speaker int the hcadphon 
socket on the amplifier. 
6. Turn on the switch on the audio amplifier. 







Contro11ing The Volume Using the Client Program 
From the client program, control the volume on the audio mplifier by sliding the 
slider on the client program. The level of the volume can be e n nth aluc change on 
the program. The server program also has the slider build in for locally ontrolling the 
volume of the audio amplifier. 
Closing the Program 
To close the Client Program, simply click Close to disconn ct from th 
Program. Then click OK to close down the Client Program. 
To close the Server Program, simply click OK to close down the program. 
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